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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an evaluation of an Early Childhood language program designed to
assist ESL children in a withdrawal class at a Darwin primary school. the children
came from a variety of cultural backgrounds including Aboriginal, Asian and
European so it was necessary to devise a program that was inclusive of the needs of
all these ESL children.

Various reading tests were administered to the children both before and after one
school year. these results, along with observations by the classroom and ESL
teachers, showed significant improvement in the ESL children's academic and
social development.

Through videotape analysis the researcher was able to determine three main
categories of teaching strategies being used in the ESL withdrawal class:
Scaffolding, Interpersonal Relationships and Adopting the Sub-culture of Western
Schooling. This thesis shows that these three strategies are very much inter-related
and work towards the children beginning to take successful responsibility for their
own learning.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

A Statement of the Problem

In many Darwin primary schools teachers are faced with the problem of providing
education for children from a variety of cultural backgrounds. Some of these
children are Aboriginal, while others are from Asian or European families. These
children come to schools where they are expected to learn in a language or dialect
which may be different to that spoken in their homes and where they are expected to
operate in a system of education which may be quite foreign to them. Not
surprisingly, many of these students are not achieving to their academic potential.
This research is an evaluation of a language program designed to assist these
minority group children. I had been working as the English as a Second Language
(ESL) teacher at Pandanus Primary school for four years before starting this study.
In that time I had worked at devising an ESL program which would prevent ethnic
minority group students from falling behind their class level and would allow them
to adopt the necessary language and behavioural skills they would require to be
successful in Western culture schooling.
When I originally planned this program my main concern was with the low
academic achievement of many of the urban Aboriginal students at the school. In
Northern Territory Education Department (N.T.D.E.) schools ESL students are
described as those students who are learning English as their second or further
language. This includes those learners who have an Aboriginal language or
Aboriginal English as their first language and have difficulty with the English
demands of the mainstream curriculum (N.T.D.E., 1994:25). Many urban
Aboriginal students in Darwin fall into this category. However, when devising this
language program I was aware that most of my ESL classes were made up of
children from a variety of cultural backgrounds, therefore I needed to implement a
program that was inclusive of the needs of all these ESL students.
I use the term 'urban Aboriginal' in this thesis as I feel this best includes the diverse
cultural backgrounds of these children. Most of the Aboriginal children at Pandanus
Primary School were born in Darwin. Some of their families have been long term
residents of Darwin, whereas others have moved to Darwin from remote
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communities in the Northern Territory or from interstate. For the purpose of this
thesis I have classified children as being urban Aboriginal if they have identified as
being Aboriginal through the school's Aboriginal Student Support and Parent
Awareness (ASSPA) program.
I decided to focus on a program for Early Childhood, as I believed it to be the
appropriate starting point to break the pattern of low achievement for many ESL
students which was apparent throughout the school. I also based my decision on
Clay's comment (1982:169) that the '...first two years are crucial to learning to
read, because this is the formative stage of an efficient or inefficient behaviour
system.'
1.2

An Outline of this Thesis

In this thesis I will present a description of the language program I implemented at
Pandanus Primary School then proceed to evaluate its effectiveness for both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students. The literature review will offer an
explanation as to why it is that students from ethnic minority families are often not
successful in Western schooling. I then focus on theories and practices of natural
language learning which have developed from a Vygotskian perspective. Chapter 3
describes the method of this study and the ESL language program. Chapter 4
presents a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the ESL students' progress over
the course of the school year with Chapters

5,

6 and 7 providing a qualitative

description of the teaching strategies used in the classroom to achieve these results.
We will see how the technique of scaffolding has been successfully employed in the
ESL class along with an analysis of the interpersonal relationships which were
developed to enhance this technique. We will also see how strategies were used to
assist children to adopt the Sub-culture of Western schooling and so learn how to
learn and behave according to the conventions of school.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1

Overview

In developing this language program I needed to view the problems of underachievement in ethnic minority group students from a broad perspective then look
more specifically at the situation of Aboriginal education. From there it was
necessary to consider appropriate teaching strategies which could be implemented in
the ESL classroom along with a suitable framework for language learning and ESL
methodology.
2.2

Minority Group Education

In the discussion of minority group students in this paper we are referring to
students with a range of backgrounds: from those whose home language and
culture differ from those of the school and the wider society, to those who have a
home language which is a version of English but whose cultural background is
significantly different from that of the school and the wider society.
In the past years various attempts have been made in Australia to reverse the pattern
of school failure of many minority group students in our schools. These attempts
have included bilingual education, employment of specialist teachers and aides and
the production of specialised curriculum material. Yet the educational achievement
of many minority students is still well below the national average.
For example, the Northern Territory Primary Assessment Program for 1990 and
1991 shows that the average English and Mathematics scores of urban Aboriginal
students in Years 5 and 7 are some 10% below those of non-Aboriginal students.
Further up the school system we see that the 1991 Junior Secondary School
Certificate (JSSC) results for Year 10 students in the Northern Territory show
Aboriginal students to have scores 10-15% lower than those of non-Aboriginal
students and there is only a 5% retention rate for Aboriginal students from Year 10
to Year 11 (Northern Territory Department of Education, 1993).
This low academic achievement of many minority groups is an international
phenomena and has been the subject of much research. Cummins (1986) believes
many of the reforms which have been proposed to address this problem have failed
because policy changes have often been based on the assumption that a major cause
3

of student's educational difficulties is the switch between the language of the home
and the language of the school. While he agrees this is a plausible assumption he
considers it to be inadequate in that it involves a one-directional linguistic
explanation. In addition it does not explain why some minority students whose
instruction has only been in a second language have been quite successful at school.
He believes that the real problem lies in an imbalance of power in the relationships
between teachers and the students and between the school and the communities.
The concept of empowering minority group students has been the concern of other
researchers (Ogbu, 1987; Delpit, 1988; Gibson, 1987). They have shown that the
power and status relations between minority and majority groups exert a major
influence on school performance. Cummins (1986:23) comments that 'students
who are empowered by their school experience develop the ability, confidence and
motivation to succeed academically'. He proposes a theoretical framework which
presents four elements in the organisation of schooling which need to be changed if
minority students are to become empowered. These include changes in
cultural/linguistic incorporation, community participation in schools, pedagogy and
assessment.
A number of other researches (Cazden and John, 1971; Heath, 1983; Vogt, Jordan
and Tharpe, 1987) have attempted to change aspects of schooling in an attempt to
minimise the 'cultural mismatch' which often exists between the home culture of the
students and the culture of the school. While most researchers would agree that this
cultural mismatch does exist, some, like Ogbu (1987) and McDermott and
Gospodinoff (1979), believe these differences are secondary to the political
relations which exist between the school and the students. Despite this criticism a
number of programs which focus on reducing cultural mismatch have been
successful in implementing changes to reverse the pattern of minority group failure.
Vogt, Jordan and Tharpe (1987) have been involved in the Kamehameha
Elementary Education Program (KEEP) in Hawaii. They have proposed that
specific cultural differences underlie school failure and that producing particular
cultural compatibilities in the classroom is the key to school success. They believe
It is possible to specify major proximate causes for academic under
achievement in terms of relatively narrow-range mismatches or incompatibilities
between the natal culture of the children and the culture of the school at points
that are critical for school success.
(1987:276. Emphasis in original.)
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To identify these cultural mismatches research was carried Out which included an
ethnography of Hawaiian children at home and at school. As a result it was possible
to specify major sources of conflict in school for the children and implement a
program to minimise this conflict. They found it necessary to make changes to the
classroom organisation, motivation management and instructional practices. These
changes resulted from knowledge of a linguistic event in the Hawaiian community
which was termed 'talk-story' which was characterised by overlapping speech,
voluntary turn-taking, co-narration and joint construction of a story.
The KEEP program proved to be very successful with students who were
previously failing at school to reach levels at or above grade level norms. It was
considered by some that the KEEP program was successful because it was simply
employing good teaching practices and would work well with other cultural groups.
Researchers (Vogt

et

a!, 1987; McCarty, 1993) tried to implement a KEEP-like

program at a Navajo Reservation school in Arizona known as the Rough Rock
Project. They were unsuccessful in their attempts and found that many of the
elements of the program that were successful with the Hawaiian children were not
found to be culturally compatible or effective for Navajo children. However, after
experimenting with a number of possibilities and becoming more aware of the
Navajo culture, routines were adopted to be more compatible with the students
resulting in academic success.
Heath (1982) found evidence of cultural mismatch between the home and the school
in her study of the patterns of language in three different literate communities in the
South-East of USA. She found that each community had its own rules for socially
interacting and sharing knowledge of literacy events. For the African American
community studied these rules were quite different to those of the school and as a
result the majority were unable to adopt the social interactional rules for school
literacy events. When they started school they were faced with unfamiliar
questioning techniques and were expected to work in decontextualised situations.
On the other hand the African American children's use of narrative was highly
advanced for their grade level. Heath (1983) worked with classroom teachers to
adopt a more culturally compatible curriculum which resulted in higher achievement
for the African American students.
The language program being investigated in this thesis is an attempt to provide a
learning situation which minimises the cultural mismatch between the home culture
of the minority students at Pandanus primary school, in particular the urban
Aboriginal students, with that of the 'mainstream' classroom. As with the programs

outlined above, it was necessary to determine which aspects of the home culture
could act as possible constraints and possible advantages to learning in Western
culture schools. It was necessary to look in some detail at the available information
concerning Aboriginal learning styles.
2.3

Aboriginal Learning Styles

Much research has investigated the culture of Aborigines living in remote
communities and it seems reasonable to use this research and apply it to the urban
Aboriginal situation. It has been shown that there are definite cultural continuities
between remote and urban Aborigines in terms of child rearing practices, values,
ways of relating and ways of using language. Eades (1985) found there were some
important continuities between the types of interpersonal relationships in Arnhem
Land Aboriginal societies and the South Eastern Queensland Aboriginal people
today.
MaIm (1990) describes characteristics of the Aboriginal children she studied in
Adelaide and Sansom (1980) has studied the culture of Darwin fringe camp
Aborigines. Both researchers show many parallels to the findings of Harris (1984)
in his study of North East Arnhcm Land Aborigines. Enemburu (1989:2) believes
that 'children brought up within (Aboriginal) families in urban areas are still likely
to be affected by child rearing characteristics of the traditional pattern'.
Various research papers which have investigated Darwin schools (West, 1992;
Murray, 1992) also provide numerous examples of urban Aboriginal students
displaying the types of behaviours which have been documented in remote
communities. For example, Murray (1992:99-111) provides a series of vignettes
which illustrate Aboriginal children displaying strong person-orientation behaviour,
reluctance to react immediately to adult instructions and well developed skills in
spatial relations.
The research on Aboriginal culture provides strong evidence of the existence of a
cultural mismatch between the home and the school. Possibly of most significance
is the difference in learning styles between Aboriginal societies and industrial
culture (Harris, 1984; Christie, 1985). Traditionally, Aborigines mostly use
informal learning strategies, whereas Westerners use some informal learning but
rely heavily on formal strategies. Formal learning is the predominant style used in
the Western schooling system. Probably the major difference between these two
learning styles is in the use of language. Various researchers have examined in
some detail Aboriginal ways of using language which act as constraints on its
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effective use for formal learning in schools. The most important of their findings in
terms of the cultural mismatch are summarised below.
Aboriginal orientation to informal learning acts as a constraint on classroom
verbal learning (Malcolm, 1982; Harris, 1985; Christie, 1985). Aboriginal
learning occurs mainly through participation, observing and imitating and in
Aboriginal contexts there is very little two-way verbal interaction for the
conscious purpose of teaching. Sansom (1980) saw evidence of this learning
style in the Darwin fringe camps and found that information was mainly
transmitted through involvement. Malin (1990) noted that the Adelaide
Aboriginal children she studied relied heavily on their own observations to
learn new things.
Aboriginal reticence to take risks acts as a constraint on formal learning
(Coombs, Brandl and Snowdon, 1983:102). School children are expected to
take risks by answering questions and reading aloud, whereas Aboriginals
tend to want to try out new skills privately or in groups. Malin (1990: 14)
states that the fear of being shamed in public leads to a reluctance to plunge
into a new situation without taking the time to size it up carefully first.
Aboriginal independence training renders children less susceptible to
classroom teaching techniques. For Aboriginal children an emphasis is placed
on being independent and it is socially acceptable for them to be casual about
carrying out adult requests. Such behaviour detracts from the teacher's
capacity to teach verbally as this type of teaching often depends on immediate
student responsiveness. Malin found one of the
most prominent differences in cultural orientation in the Aboriginal
and Anglo families studied was that the Aboriginal families valued and
worked to develop in their children an autonomous or independent selfsufficient bearing on life.
(1990:10)
The contrasting features of questions in Aboriginal and Western classroom
societies acts as a constraint to Aboriginal school learning. Successful school
learning requires students to participate in asking and answering many
school-type questions other that procedural ones which are frequently asked
by Aboriginal children. Also, Aboriginal societies tend to view too many
questions as an invasion of privacy and hypothetical questions are rarely
used. Cultural differences in attitudes to and use of questions in urban
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Aboriginal settings have been well documented (Eades, 1985; MaIm, 1990;
Emenburu, 1989; Sansom, 1980). Eades found that the Aborigines of South
East Queensland were often
confused, dysfluent or non-compliant when questioned by means of
interrogative sentences (p.94) and that there is no obligation on the
addressee to answer a question.
(19 85:98)
Aboriginal rules of interpersonal communication can act as constraints on
classroom learning. Teachers who use 'strong talk' may cause students to
'tune out'. Enemburu (1989:5) believes that Aboriginal children are
'especially sensitive and susceptible to criticism and ridicule used in (Western
culture) classrooms'. He has observed that Aboriginal learners often will
reject the advice or avoid the context entirely regardless of how positive the
criticism may be.
Successful school learning means expressing academically purposeful
behaviour. This means students must take personal and conscious
responsibility for their own learning. Many Aborigines on the other hand,
tend to approach school in a ritualistic fashion where participation by busy
work and attendance is sufficient (Christie, 1985:79).
Aboriginal learning is usually contextualised, that is, it takes place in the
context to which it relates and the learning is immediately applicable to
everyday life. Formal schooling demands that learning takes place Out of the
setting of day-to-day life; it is decontextualised. Sansom (1980) saw evidence
of this contextualised learning in the Darwin fringe camps and found
information was, therefore, often not available to a non-participant after an
event.
It is possible that many urban Aborigines would not see literacy as an
important aspect of family life. Wilmott (1980) believes that even though
many parents speak and read English they are not, in general 'culturally
literate' and as such would not value literacy as would parents from most
Western culture schooling. Fesl (1982:51) in her study of the literacy and
educational perceptions of three Aboriginal communities found that, of those
she studied, most did not view literacy or the need for it in the same way as
non-Aborigines or educators.

9.

Finally, it is worth emphasising, as Christie (1985) has shown in terms of
issues of language, that Aboriginal children tend to have a distinctive view of
what schools are for and how they should operate in them. This view reflects
traditional Aboriginal attitude to learning, knowledge and behaviour. Their
view is often quite different from what the teacher considers to be the aims
and objectives of schooling. In many cases they do not understand the nature
of academically purposeful learning and of the Sub-culture of Western
schooling.

If we are to minimise the cultural mismatch which could possibly be effecting the
academic progress of Aboriginal students in Western culture schools it would seem
necessary to adapt teaching styles so as to incorporate more informal learning
strategies. In the following section of this literature review various aspects of
informal learning will be investigated which show that while such strategies are
likely to be beneficial for Aboriginal students they are also appropriate for other
cultural groups. This is an important factor when devising a language program to
suit the needs of students from a variety of cultural backgrounds.
2.4

Informal Learning

From his studies of North East Arnhem Land Aborigines. Harris (1984) has shown
that the strategies of observation and imitation play a major role in Aboriginal
learning. Gray (1990) considers this to be a too simplistic explanation and adds that
the methods used by Aborigines also involves guided interaction between parent
and child. Gray (1990:116) sees the learning as a social process and provides an
examination of the teaching and learning 'styles' he observed in a remote Aboriginal
community to demonstrate the notion of 'natural' or informal learning styles. In his
work at Trager Park Primary School in Alice Springs, Gray was successful in
developing 'concentrated language encounters' in an attempt to adapt these informal
strategies for classroom use.
Although Gray was mainly concerned with teaching Aborigines he follows the
framework outlined by Vygotsky (1986) who studied child development from a
broader perspective. This framework, incidentally, is the one underlying the KEEP
program referred to earlier. Because aspects of Vygotsky's research forms the basis
of the learning strategies developed in this study, an indepth discussion of his ideas
and their implications for the classroom will be presented in this chapter.
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2.5

A Vygotskian Perspective of Learning

Vygotsky's theory rests on the fundamental premise that development occurs on the
social level within a cultural context. A child internalises the mental processes
initially made evident in social activities and moves from the social plane to the
individual plane. Vygotsky (1986) and a number of psychologists who have
developed his ideas (Luria, 1976, 1982; Wertsch, 1985) believe that:
a human being is from the outset a social being, involved in the social order
of things. So society and the communicative act consist not of socialised
individuals in the Piagetian perspective, people who have come together and
share information verbally, but rather a society which consists of individuals
who have developed from being like everyone else to becoming individuals.
(Foley, 1991:18)
Possibly the most important aspect of this developmental learning is the role of the
adult in the learning process. A central notion to Vygotsky's theory is that of the
zone of proximal development. Foley (1991) explains that:
in collaboration with an adult or a more capable peer, the child is able to
solve more complex tasks, since, through the use of practical intellectual
activities such as speech and action, the adult can guide the child's progress
towards a solution. What the child can do today with appropriate help and
guidance, he will be able to do tomorrow on his own.
(Foley, 1991:19)
2.5.1 Scaffolding
Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) provide the term 'scaffolding' to describe the
critical function which adults perform during learning. The adult structures and
models the appropriate solution and, thus 'scaffolds' the child's extension of
current skills and knowledge to a higher level of competence. As the child gains
control of the task the adult gradually withdraws the support until the child can
perform the task on his/her own.
In adapting the concept of scaffolding to the classroom situation, Gray (1987)
describes four essential aspects to the process:
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Shared experience. Both the teacher and child bring to the task shared
learning experiences. This initially might be just social interaction which will
eventually form the basis for extension of knowledge.
Modelling. Teachers model the skills to be learned so children can understand
clearly the final outcome of their learning experience.
Negotiation. Teachers negotiate and collaborate with the child to clarify
meanings. This negotiation allows the teacher to adapt to the child's
responses and support the child to perform at a level far in excess of what
they could do on their own.
Self-peiformance. Initially, the child's attempts at performing the task may be
incomplete but as the process of modelling and negotiation continues the child
will come closer to mastering the skill.
Gray (Christie and Gray, 1990) also points out a number of salient features of
scaffolding.
The teacher 'orchestrates' and is in control of the learning by setting goals and
setting up the activity routines which provide the learning content.
The children are not expected to take immediate responsibility for the task.
The teacher helps to shape children's learning by a process of negotiation and
modelling.
Interactions are developed as routines so the teacher can draw on shared
experiences with the children.
In evaluating the quality of the scaffolding in this research we will need to find
evidence of these key features in the learning encounters.
Tharp et a! (1990) in their descriptions of responsive teaching as part of the
Kamehamaha Elementary Education Program, provides us with some guidelines for
establishing scaffolding in the classroom. They believe that scaffolding begins
when the teacher selects appropriate tools and materials for the developmental level
of the children and structuring tasks into goal and sub-goals. They believe it is
fundamental that teachers have a profound knowledge of the subject matter for
without that knowledge teachers cannot be ready to assist performance.
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Tharp et al (1990) explain how various means of assistance can be used during
scaffolding.
Modelling provides assistance through the process of offering behaviour for
imitation. But Tharp et a! (1990:47) believe the model-imitation connection is
far more complicated than simple mimicry as it involves central processing of
the modelled behaviour prior to performance.
Contingency management is the means of assisting performance by which
rewards and punishments are arranged to follow on behaviour. In scaffolding
this most often consists of verbal praise and encouragement.
Feeding-back information on performance is a powerful means of assistance.
During scaffolding many opinions from children are solicited then accepted or
rejected by the teacher.
Instructing can be used in scaffolding when it is used to guide children to
activities which will assist their performance.
Questioning is a central device in scaffolding because questions call up the
use of language and in this way assist thinking. Questions can be used to
assess a child's zone of proximal development but more importantly to assist
children to produce mental operations that they cannot produce alone.
Cognitive structuring provides a structure for thinking and acting. It organises
the content and function of the information and refers to like instances by
providing an explanation or a definition.
In summary, the concept of scaffolding has arisen from the Vygotskian perspective
of learning. By scaffolding a child's learning, she/he is bought to engage in
independent action and speech through the regulating and extending actions and
speech of others. Through interaction, the child performs, through assistance and
cooperative activity, at developmental levels beyond their individual level of
achievement.
In developing a suitable language program, focusing on reading, it was necessary
to survey current approaches to language learning. This included approaches for
both first and second language learning to find those that used informal strategies or
at least could be adapted to their use.
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2.6

Reading Theories

Before the 1970s the learning of reading was depicted as starting with the input of
some graphic stimulus. These theories, generally referred to as 'bottom up' models
(Sloan and Whitehead, 1986) usually began with a synthesis of letters into word,
words into sentences and so on. Reading was viewed as the recognition of words
and the text as the main controlling factor in reading. Translated into classroom
practises, a belief in this theory would result in the use of phonics and structural
analysis with regular use of flash cards to drill word recognition. The bottom up
view of reading is essentially a behaviourist view, with the groups of letters
forming the words as the stimulus, and the reading of the word as the response
(Sloan and Whitehead, 1986:5).
The shortcomings connected with this model relate to the fact that written discourse
is more complex than at first thought. In the 1970s a closer understanding of the
complexities of literacy performance was presented by the research of
psycholinguists and in particular through the work of Kenneth Goodman
(1986,1987) and Frank Smith (1978). Psycholinguists insist that 'reading is not a
matter of recognising words first then getting to the meaning but rather that meaning
guides and facilitates perception' (Holdaway, 1979:87).
These 'top down' theories emphasise that reading begins in the head of the reader
because the reader's background knowledge is the starting point for recognising a
text and, without prior knowledge, meaning cannot be made from print (Sloan and
Whitehead, 1986:6). From the interaction between the print and the prior
knowledge held by the reader, readers make use of prediction and exploit the
redundancies which exist in written language. Instructional strategies such as
language experience and directed silent reading are consistent with the 'top down'
perspective.
Holdaway (1979, 1984) has developed the psycholinguistic theory of reading by
investigating a number of studies which have examined the way very young
children develop oral language (Snow, 1977; Clay, 1979, 1982, 1991). He then
formalised for school use the features of the informal language learning situation
between mother and the child at home. He shows how children naturally develop a
'literacy set' in homes where there is a literacy-rich environment and where parents
use the same strategies of modelling and negotiation as described by Gray (1987).
Holdaway (1979) suggests many techniques and activities which can be used in the
classroom to develop informal language learning.
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More recently the focus has shifted to an 'interactive' perspective which accepts that
reading is basically a 'top down' process but is also selectively 'bottom up'. An
interactive model suggests that readers can be taught to adjust their reading
strategies flexibly, selecting the best strategy to meet their purpose for reading and
the demands of the text (Sloan and Whitebread, 1986:7).
2.7

Second Language Learning

Early work in second language reading assumed a rather passive, bottom-up view
where reading was viewed primarily as a decoding process via recognition of
letters, words and finally whole texts (Carell, Devine and Eskey, 1988:2). As the
psycholinguistic model of reading began to exert a strong influence on first
language reading, this top-down approach started to have an impact on second
language reading. In 1979 Coady (1979:5-12) elaborated on the basic
psycholinguistic model for ESL reading in which the ESL reader's background
knowledge interacts with conceptual abilities and process strategies to produce
corn prehension.
More recently researchers (Grahe, 1988, 1991; Eskey, 1988; Carrell, 1988) believe
an interactive approach provides a more appropriate basis for instruction as it takes
into account both identification and comprehension skills. Grabe (1991) does add,
however, that reading in a second language is influenced by factors which are not
normally considered in first language research. For example, ESL learners typically
have not learned a large store of oral language vocabulary nor do they have a fairly
complete sense of the grammar of the language. Children who speak Aboriginal
English as their first language will possibly find similar differences between the
language of their home and the English they will experience at school.
There may also be differences in the social context of literacy use in the homes of
ESL students. They may also know less second culture general and specific
knowledge and thus, not be in the position to call on contextual background to
clarify meaning.
To overcome these differences it is necessary to consider specific second language
learning strategies. In reviewing research in this area it appears there has been a
move away from the grammar-base methods, which relied heavily on drills and
practice exercises, to a communicative approach (Richards and Rodgers, 1986).
This approach follows the belief that 'to acquire the ability to communicate in
another language, one must use that language in a communicative situation'
(Krashen and Terrrell, 1983:16). Students are encouraged to use the second

Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1

Overview

This research is an evaluation of the language program which was first implemented
in 1990. I had been closely observing and making anecdotal records of the
children's progress over a period of three years and felt confident that the program
was having a positive effect on the children involved. The intention of this research
is to document the children's progress in a more formal manner using qualitative
techniques supported by quantitative analysis.
The research took place at Pandanus Primary School' which is located in Darwin's
northern suburbs. The school's population is from a variety of ethnic and social
backgrounds with a leaning towards being middle class. Approximately 16% of the
students identify as being Aboriginal with the majority being born in Darwin but
with an increasing number having come from remote communities.
In order to evaluate the language program I followed as closely as possible my
usual procedure for conducting ESL classes in the school to ensure that the research
situation was as natural as possible. I had been working with the children during
the second half of 1992 by assisting the teachers in the Transition classroom and the
preschool. This enabled me to get to know the children on a personal and
developmental level and for them to become familiar with me. I began the ESL
program reported in this study in the second week of 1993.
The ten children in the ESL group, who will be described in detail later in this
chapter, were withdrawn from their classes for four fifty minute sessions each
week and worked with me in the ESL area which is a small section of an open plan
school. This took place approximately ten minutes after the start of school on these
four mornings. This gave the class teacher time to complete any administration or
organisational matters with the whole class. While the children were working with
me in the ESL area, the class teachers were doing language work with the rest of
their class. This practice ensured that the ESL students were not missing out on
work in other subject areas and being disadvantaged by being withdrawn from their

In writing the research, pseudonyms have been used for the name of the school and the
names of teachers and students.
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language in real life situations as decontextualised exercises and drills are
considered to be neither necessary or sufficient.
Among the communicative approaches that have developed, the one which comes
closest to using informal strategies in a planned way is the 'natural approach'
designed by Krashen and Terrell (1983). These researchers have relied heavily on
theories of first language acquisition so it is not surprising to see many parallels
between their findings and those of Holdaway and Gray. For example, the natural
approach sees the role of the teacher's as to 'help the children understand language
that is a little bit beyond them' with the teachers speech 'tending to get more
complex as the child grows in linguistic maturity' (Krashen and Terrell, 1983:34).
Students are allowed to develop in stages with accuracy increasing slowly with
increased opportunities for communication.
Chapter 2 has presented possible constraints to ESL students' learning and has
explored suitable teaching strategies to overcome these problems. From this point it
was necessary to develop a language program to cater for the needs of the ESL
students at Pandanus Primary School. An outline of the program and the teaching
practices used will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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class. Because each lesson was restricted to fifty minutes the program concentrated
mainly on reading and oral language development. Writing and listening skills were
also included but it was decided, after consultation with class teachers, that these
areas would be covered in more detail in the classroom.
3.2

Outline of the Reading Program

When first developing this reading program to specifically suit the needs of
Aboriginal children while at the same time providing for the needs of all the ESL
students in the group, there appeared to be two major considerations. Firstly, it was
necessary to determine how informal learning strategies could be used in the
classroom to develop the language skills expected for their class level. The second
was to formulate strategies that would teach the formal learning of school
conventions so the students would eventually be able to cope satisfactorily in a
'mainstream' classroom.
In tackling the first consideration I needed to base the program on sound theoretical
perspectives and looked at the work of Gray (1985, 1990) as a possible model.
Although Gray's Traeger Park project was successful, I did not find it entirely
suitable for developing a language program at Pandanus Primary School. Gray's
project included the involvement of classroom teachers and provided the whole
language program for the class, whereas I was working only with a small group of
students in a withdrawal situation and because of time limitations focused mainly on
reading. However, because Gray's insights are not culture-bound but move
towards the framing of some important universals in human learning, it seemed that
the theoretical framework he has developed would provide a sound approach for
teaching the mixed group of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal children with whom I
would be working.
I choose to follow the interactive model of language learning as it seemed to be
most suited to using informal learning strategies as it allows for the natural
development of individual readers. Goodman (1987) sees the theories of
psycholinguistics as being heavily influenced by the work of Vygotsky and Bruner
and so would certainly provide a solid basis for the type of reading program I
required. Along with this I would employ a communicative approach to learning
English as a second language where students are encouraged to use the second
language in real-life situations.
Having established a theoretical basis for the program I used the available research
to compile a list of learning experiences Aboriginal children were likely to have

In
experienced before attending school. Alongside this I proposed various teaching
strategies I could use in the classroom to use this prior learning to an advantage or
to minimise any conflict which the children may have experienced had more formal
strategies been used. I was able to draw up the following outline which then
became the basis of the language program.

Aboriginal prior
experiences of learning

Adapted classroom teaching
strategies

Informal learning: little two- Natural learning processes of shared
way interaction for
experience, modelling, negotiating and selfdeliberate learning and
performance form the basis for all learning in
teaching
the classroom
Reticence to take risks
publicly

Children are allowed to not answer questions
Children are allowed to help each other with
oral and written work

3,

Independence Training

Children are allowed reasonable time to
respond to instructions and questions.
Children are encouraged to take initiative in
helping with classroom organisation and
activities.

ri,

Questioning

Do not ask too many personal questions.
Allow time for children to feel comfortable
with the teacher and let the students initiate
discussion about personal information.
Oral discussions to promote hypothetical
questions, eg, What would happen if ... ?

Interpersonal
Communication

Create a secure, comfortable and casual
atmosphere in the classroom.
Avoid 'strong talk' and public confrontation.
Accept children's behaviour except when
hurtful or disruptive to others.

Contextualised Learning

Encourage role play to create contexts in the
class-room by providing dress-up box,
materials and equipment for a variety of
situations, eg, shopping, doctor, home.
Allow children to discuss pictures in books
before reading.
Provide jigsaws, games, etc. to encourage
decontextualised thinking.

5.

continued

-
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Pre-literacy skills

Follow Natural Language methods outlined
by Holdaway (1979:104-146).
Use Big Books to help develop reading
strategies and conventions of print.
Children read individually to teacher every
lesson in a relaxed atmosphere, eg, they
decide which book and when to read.
Allow children to read their favourite book
until they feel confident to attempt a new one.
Encourage children to read to each other and
on their own.
Provide language games and activities for the
children to enjoy, eg, alphabet jigsaws,
picture/word matching puzzles.

Having established a program for adapting informal strategies for use in a
classroom situation I needed to look at the other major consideration for success in
Western education. Children would eventually need to adopt formal learning
strategies if they were to achieve at school in a 'mainstream' class. They would
need to learn using two-way verbal interaction, learn 'mainstream' classroom
behaviour, learn in decontextualised settings and take responsibility for their own
learning. This led to a further set a teaching strategies:
Aboriginal prior
experiences of learning

Adapted classroom teaching
strategies

Little emphasis on personal Encourage children to make decisions in
academically purposeful
planning daily lessons.
behaviour
Before doing worksheets encourage children
to predict what the activity involves and the
purpose of the activity.
Allow children to choose the books they
would like to read to the teacher.
Avoid ritualistic behaviour by changing the
order and types of activities occasionally.
Encourage 'good' behaviour (eg, sitting
nicely, neat work) but STRESS the
importance of learning and improving skills.
I decided to set aside a part of each lesson where I would attempt to teach the Subculture of Western schooling using formal learning strategies, and to make explicit
to the children the behaviours I expected of them. Initially, this would take up just a
few minutes of each lesson but eventually I hope children would he able to operate
in this mode for longer periods. This formal lesson was to be treated like a role play
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and would often start out with an instruction, such as, 'Let's pretend we're back in
your classroom: let me see how you would sit nicely, etc.' While I would
encourage certain behaviours, for example, answering direct questions, responding
to requests immediately, and not telling others the answer, I would take no
disciplinary action if they did not respond correctly. I incorporated this aspect of the
program into the teaching of phonics as it was one of the learning outcomes of the
program which lent itself to formal strategies.
There were five distinct segments to each lesson and while there was some variation
they were typically presented in the following order and for the approximate time:
Free activities (15 minutes)
As the children entered the ESL area they could choose an activity from a wide
range which was made available to them. These activities included jigsaws, word
and number games, puppets, paper for drawing and writing, construction sets,
reading corner with a wide range of interesting books, dress-up box and props for
role play. Such as, telephones, tool set, bags, shopping-list pads, hats, etc. Apart
from the initial instructions on proper care of materials and packing-up procedures,
the children had few restrictions on when and how to use the materials. They could
work as a group or individually or change activities provided they had the consent
of others if working in a group.
My role during this time was to join in activities whenever possible and assist in the
children's language development. This would depend on the activity the children
were doing and for most activities there were endless possibilities.
Big Book reading (8 minutes)
The children would sit on the floor facing the book which was resting on an easel
and read the book together with the teacher. The teacher and children shared in the
selection of the book, pointing to the words and turning the pages.
Phonics activity (8 minutes)
While sitting on the floor I would introduce new sounds or revise known sounds
using picture matching and various games.
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Printed sheets (7 minutes)
The children and I would sit around one big table and complete a printed sheet
activity to practise single sounds. I always had my own sheet and would model the
correct procedure as we worked through the sheet together.
Oral reading (12 minutes)
I selected a range of books which I thought were appropriate to the level of
development of the children and gradually added to this as their skills improved.
The books were placed in the centre of the floor and the children could select their
own particular books. During this session the children read to me individually or sat
on the floor and read to themselves or to a friend. Towards the end of this session
Year 3 and 4 students would arrive for my next ESL class and would enjoy helping
the younger ones with their reading.
The outline of the language lesson presented here may appear quite ordinary and not
unlike the language lessons found in many early childhood classrooms. However,
the discussion of the findings presented in Chapters 5 to 7 will describe how the
teaching strategies and interpersonal relationships in the classroom makes this
language program special.
3.3

Research Questions

As mentioned earlier the program was originally devised to cater for the needs of
the Aboriginal students in the ESL class. At that stage Aboriginal students made up
the majority of the class. This situation can vary from year to year with sometimes
the NESB students out numbering the Aboriginal students. If this program is to be
a valuable ESL program it must cater equally for the needs of all students. While
this research is intended to evaluate the program's effectiveness for urban
Aboriginal students it is also looking to determine its effect on NESB students. In
the evaluation of this language program I focused on two major concerns with a
similar sub-component.
Question 1:
How valuable is the language program for teaching urban Aboriginal students?
Question 2:
To what extent is a program designed for urban Aboriginal students also of value to
non-Aboriginal students?
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Sub-components of Questions I and 2:
How does the program affect the learning outcomes of the students?
How does the program affect other aspects of the child's schooling, eg,
attendance, attitudes, relationships with peers and teachers, behaviour and
motivation.
3.4

Research Methods

3.4.1 Quantitative Analysis
To provide some quantitative evidence of improvement in reading skills I
administered three tests in December 1992 before commencing the program and
then again towards the end of the research.
The tests used were as follows:
1.

Stages of Locating Behaviour

This is not a standardised test but is merely a guide as to the developmental stage of
early readers. The stages were determined through the research of Clay (1984)
which showed that in the preparatory period locating behaviour (ie the child's
attempts to find some print to match the response s/he was giving) passed through
several stages:
from page matching, in which the child repeated a memorised text from the
page without locating any detail in the print;
to line matching in which the child repeated a memorised line of print,
locating that line as a whole;
to locating some words within a memorised line;
to 'reading the spaces' and thus coordinating visually located word patterns
with speech impulses and the spaces between the words with vocal juncture;
This led to a movement-speech mismatch when there were too few or too
many spoken impulses for the number of patterns available, or a speech
vision mismatch when a spoken word failed to coincide with its known visual
pattern during the coordinating process.
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To conduct this test I asked the children to select a book with which they were
familiar and then I listened to them read individually. By observing their errorcorrection behaviour as well as their eye movements and use of finger pointing it
was possible to determine their stage of locating behaviour. Although this testing is
rather subjective I had been using the scale to assess reading development for the
three years prior to the research and believed my assessment to be accurate. To
further ensure reliability I tested each child on two consecutive weeks using a
different set of books each time.
Letter Identification Test
This test is recommended by Clay (1985) to detect reading difficulties in the first
year of school. Her research has shown a relationship between the ability to identify
letters in the first year at school with reading progress in the following two or three
years. The test was carried out using the large print supplied in Clay's book The
Early Detection of Reading Difficulties and was administered according to the
instructions given. All the letters were tested, lower case and capitals. A response
was considered correct if the child gave the alphabet name, a sound or by a word
which starts with the letter. A point was scored for each correct response.
Waddington Diagnostic Reading Test
This is a standardised reading test which was produced in South Australia in 1988
after testing 116 classrooms across Australia. It can provide a reading age from
between 5.0 years and 11+ years. The test was administered to groups of four
students at one time following the instructions provided with the test.
The first testing was conducted in November 1992 and was administered to all the
children who were then in the Transition class. In November 1993 the three tests
were given again to all the children who had been in the initial testing and were now
in Year 1 as well as to all the children in the 1993 Transition class. This provided
evidence of individual improvement as well as a comparison between the students
in the ESL withdrawal group with the rest of the class.
Throughout the year I used Clay's Scale of Locating Behaviour to assess student's
progress as would be my normal practise in conducting ESL classes. The children
who were included in the program but were not part of the initial testing were given
the Alphabet Recognition Test and the Stages of Locating Behaviour within the first
week of joining the group.
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3.4.2 Qualitative Analysis
While test results would show changes in reading development, to determine
changes in classroom behaviour, motivation, relationships with peers and teachers,
and the like, I was required to collect data suitable for more qualitative analysis. To
ensure internal reliability and validity, multiple data collecting techniques were used
as follows:
Videotaping
Four consecutive language lessons were videotaped at three times during the year
making a total of twelve full sessions, or ten hours of videotaping altogether. This
occurred in February, June and November 1993. The camera was set to record in
the room before the children arrived for their lesson and was directed at the area
used most frequently during the lesson. Occasionally I would check the camera and
move it slightly to gain a better picture but for most of the time I did not attend to
the camera. This meant I was able to conduct the lesson as I normally did and the
children were practically unaware of its presence in the room. Details of how this
data was analysed is provided in Chapter 5.
Field Notes
Details of the content of individual language lessons were recorded in my daily
work program. In addition, after each lesson, I recorded any aspect of the students'
behaviour that I thought could be relevant in assessing the program. This included
the types of activities chosen during the free play activities, who the children choose
as partners, examples of their communication with me and examples of informal
and formal strategies used by the children.
Interviews
Because the success of this program could not only be determined by how the
children responded in my class, it was necessary to determine the children's
performance in the 'mainstream' classroom. To do this I needed to continually,
throughout the year, discuss the children's progress with the class teachers. This
was the normal procedure for any ESL class I conducted in the school but for the
purpose of this research I also requested three interviews with each class teacher
which were audio taped. These were conducted in February, August and November
of 1993 and presented an oral evaluation of each child's progress in the classroom.
These interviews also provided further means of ensuring that my interpretation of
the findings were accurate.
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4.

Documentary Evidence

I collected copies of the children's reports which were sent to parents at the end of
each semester, attendance records from the class roll books and samples of
children's writing done during free activities as further evidence in evaluating the
children's progress.
3.5

Subjects

As usual in selecting children for an ESL withdrawal group I relied heavily on the
opinions of the preschool teacher and the Transition class teacher. They presented
me with a list of children they considered to be working at low literacy levels. None
of the children had been withdrawn for ESL support prior to the commencement of
this research program but, because I had been working with these children in their
classrooms I had the opportunity to have some input into this selection and I found
the teacher's opinions to be similar to my own.
I was also able to use the results of the three pre-tests I gave to all the Transition
children in November 1992 to detect the children in most need of extra literacy
assistance. There was a well defined group of children who scored low on all three
tests and, not surprisingly, these were the same children who had been identified by
the teachers.
The following ten children made up the ESL withdrawal group for this study as
they spent at least two terms in the ESL withdrawal group.
Table 3.1 ESL Withdrawal Group
Name

Year Level

Ethnicity

Sharon

Yr 1

Aboriginal

Nikki

Yr 1

Greek

Kevin

Yr 1

Anglo

Henna

Yr 1

Pakistani

Tina

Yr 1

Anglo

Denise

Transition

Greek

Angela

Transition

Aboriginal

Greg

Transition

Chinese

Emma

Transition

Chinese

Andrew

Transition

New Guinean
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Throughout the year, other children were involved in the ESL group but only for
short periods of time and so were not included as part of the study. Some of these
children transferred from the school or they no longer required extra language
assistance.
To provide some form of comparison with the whole class, the children who were
not involved in the ESL withdrawal class were also tested (refered to as the 'home
class group). All the 1993 Year 1 children who were part of the testing program at
the end of 1992 in their Transition Year, and who were not selected as part of the
ESL withdrawal group, made up the home class group for this class. For the 1993
Transition class, all children who were present for the testing program at the end of
1992 and were not part of the ESL withdrawal group made up the home class group
for that class.
Table 3.2 Numbers of Students in ESL Withdrawal and Home
Class Groups
No. of Students
1993 Year 1
ESL Withdrawal Group
Home Class Group
Total

5
11
16

1993 Transition
ESL Withdrawal Group

3.6

Home Class Group

5
23

Total

28

Ethical Concerns

Approval was granted by the Northern Territory Department of Education's
Research Committee to conduct this research in a Government school and a copy of
the proposal was submitted to Feppi, the Department's Aboriginal Education
Consultative group. All parents in the Transition and Year 1 classes were notified
by letter of the proposed research and were given the opportunity to discuss any
concerns they may have had. Before commencing the program I discussed the
proposal with the school principal and class teachers involved and gained their
approval to study the students. They also agreed to participate in interviews
throughout the year. I was careful to ensure that the students involved in the
research did not feel they were being investigated or treated differently to any other
of my ESL students. This was achieved by conducting the program as part of my
normal ESL program. In this thesis pseudonyms have been used for the name of
the school and the names of teachers and students.

Chapter 4
EVALUATION OF ESL STUDENTS' PROGRESS
4.1

Introduction

In this Chapter I will make an evaluation of the language program in terms of the
children's progress throughout the year. The results of the pre-tests and post-tests
will be examined and a comparison made with the whole class to provide
quantitative evidence of the developments in the children's reading. A more
qualitative assessment of the children's behavioural and attitudinal changes will be
made using the video-tapes of the ESL class and the field notes which I had been
collecting during the year. I am also interested in determining whether or not the
class teachers had noticed any changes in the behaviour and/or attitude of the ESL
children in their class. The class teacher's interviews and the children's school
reports will be used for this purpose.
Evaluating a preventative language program such as this one can present some
problems. Unlike a remedial reading program, which begins after the problems
with reading development have been detected, this program attempts to ensure that
the problems do not develop in the first place. When it comes to evaluating such a
program it is always difficult to show that the problems that have been prevented
would, in fact, have ever occurred without the program. Clay (1984:174) saw this
as a problem in evaluating her Reading Recovery program and comments that 'it is
not easy to answer the challenge that our tutored children were late starters but
strong finishers.'
However, considering the pattern of failure that has occurred for many ESL
children at Pandanus Primary school, if, after being in the program for one year,
the children are achieving at levels considered to be satisfactory for their Year level,
then I believe it can be reasonably argued that the program has proven to be
successful.
4.2

Test Results

For each test the results were ranked in order from highest to lowest score in order
to determine where the ESL students were placed in the class. There are a number
of reasons for focusing on their placement in the class when evaluating a
preventative program such as this. Up to this time, many ESL students, and in
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particular the Aboriginal students, have tended to achieve at levels that would place
them in the lower third of their class in their first years at school and they have
tended to remain there for the rest of their primary school. Clay (1991) has shown
from a long-term study that where a child stood in relation to his age-mates at the
end of the first year at school is where they have tended to remain for the rest of
their primary school. It will be a positive sign if the results show the ESL children
to be performing at similar level to their non-ESL peers. In the analysis of the test
results the two classes will be discussed separately.
4.2.1 Year 1 Test Results
i)

Waddington Reading Test

There are certain factors which must be considered when using a standardised test,
such as the Waddington Reading Test with children in their first few years at
school, which can influence the interpretation of the results. It must be realised a
test's value diminishes rapidly the closer one moves towards the first year of
schooling because, as Clay (1984:168) explains, the 'reliability and validity of tests
dwindles when there is little achievement to sample and measure'. However, as the
main objective of this test is to determine how the ESL students are achieving
academically compared with the rest of their class, the Waddington test does allow
for a general comparison to be made as can be seen in Table 4.1
In Table 4.1 the ESL group tend to be positioned in the bottom half of the class in
both December 1992 and December 1993. In neither case, though, do the ESL
students stand out as being well below the rest of the class. In looking at the 1993
results it would seem the class as a whole has scored higher than would normally
be expected with some scores well above students' chronological ages and very few
low scores. The chronological age of the class ranges from 6.6 to 7.7, whereas the
range of reading ages is from 6.2 to 8.6. Even though the ESL students are at the
bottom range of their class, Henna (Pakistani) is the only one who has a reading
age well below her chronological age.
In December 1993 some of the ESL children are performing at levels equal to or
above other class members and four Out of five have improved their reading age by
one year or more. At an individual level, Sharon (Aboriginal) has shown quite an
improvement in her reading age with an increase of 1.4 and can no longer be seen
as one of the lowest in the class.
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Table 4.1 Results of Waddington Diagnostic Reading Test, Year 1
1993
Waddington Waddington Increase Chronological
Test
Test
in
Age
Reading
Reading
Reading
Dec 1993
Age
Age
Age
Dec 1992
Dec 1993

B*

6.11

7.11

1.0

7.3

K

6.8

7.5

0.9

6.9

T

6.4

8.6

2.2

7.3

M

6.2

8.2

2.0

6.5

J

6.1

7.5

1.4

6.11

A

6.1

7.3

1.2

7.7

I

6.0

7.2

1.2

7.4

K

6.0

7.8

1.8

6.9

D
TINA**

5.11

8.5

2.6

6.6

5.9

6.9

1.0

6.10

B

5.9

1.0

7.3

NIKKI

5.8

6.9
6.4***

0.8

6.8

J

5.7

6.2

0.7

7.3

HENNA

5.5

6.7

1.2

7.3

KEVIN

5.5

6.6

1.1

6.6

SHARON

5.5

6.9

1.4

6.9

(*Jn all tables, students in the Home Class group are referred to by their first initial
only.)
(**Jfl all tables, ESL students are referred to by first name in capitals.)
(***Nikki tested in August before transferring.)
ii)

Letter Identification Test

The results of the Letter Identification test, as shown in Table 4.2, is an important
indicator of how children will progress with reading in future years (Clay,
1979:231). All upper case and lower case letters were tested as well as variations of
the letters a and g making a total of 54 letters altogether. For this test it is expected
that children will eventually reach mastery level by obtaining a close to perfect score
(Clay, 1991:279).
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Table 4.2 Results of Letter Identification Test, Year 1, 1993
Letter Identification Dec 1992

Letter Identification Dec 1993

B

54

T

54

K

54

D

54

D

53

M

54

K

52

B

54

M

51

I

54

T

50

TINA

54

J

46

SHARON

53

TINA

34

HENNA

53

A

33

J

53

HENNA

27

K

53

B

20

A

53

NIKKI

19

K

51

J

15

B

50

KEVIN

15

49

I

13

J
NIKKI*

SHARON

13

KEVIN

44

45

(*Njkki tested in August before transferring from school.)
As can be seen from Table 4.2, at the end of 1992 the ESL children had not
mastered the identification of letters and three were performing at a very low level.
At the end of 1993 three ESL students had reached mastery level and the other two
obtained very high scores. Once again, Sharon (Aboriginal) has moved from the
lowest scorer in the class to one of the highest.
iii)

Stages of Print Location

The results of the Stages of Print Location test (Table 4.3), once again, show the
ESL students performing at very low levels of reading development at the end of
1992. At the end of 1993 only one ESL student has not reached level 5 which
would indicate a fairly low standard for the end of Year 1 but all others have
reached the highest level for this test.
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Table 4.3 Stages of Print Location, Year 1, 1993
Print Location Test

Print Location Test

Dec 1992

Dec 1993

B

4

5

D

4

5

K

3

5

T

3

5

M

3

5

J

2

5

A

2

5

K

2

5

TINA

2

5

B

2

5

I
NIKKI*

1

5

1

5

SHARON

1

s

HENNA

1

5

KEVIN

1

4

J

1

4

(*Nikki tested in August before transferring from the school.)
4.2.2 Transition Results
i)

Waddington Reading Test

Table 4.4 shows quite a range of reading ages in the Transition class with a two
year difference between the highest and lowest scores. Unlike the Year 1 results
shown in Table 4. 1, the Transition ESL children do not cluster around the bottom
of the class. Two students are ranked in the top third and the other three are in the
middle third. This would indicate the ESL students are all performing at acceptable
levels for this class.

MA
Table 4.4 Results of Waddington Diagnostic Reading Test,
Transition, 1993
Waddington Test
Reading Age
Dec 1993

Chronological Age
Dec 1993

T

7.5

6.0

J

7.2

6.0

H

6.9

5.6

M

6.7

5.6

K

6.6

6.0

K

6.6

5.7

D

6.2

5.11

EMMA

6.2

5.10

DENISE

6.1

6.1

N

6.0

5.9

M

6.0

6.1

K

5.11

5.7

GREG

5.11

6.0

ANGELA

5.10

6.3

A

5.10

5.7

N

5.9

5.7

M

5.9

5.9

ANDREW

5.9

5.6

F

5.9

5.8

N

5.8

6.1

J

5.8

5.7

L

5.7

5.11

S

5.6

5.9

H

5.5

5.10

S

5.5

5.9

J

5.5

5.7

A

5.5

5.7

R

5.5

6.3

ii)

Letter Identification Test

The Letter Identification test results (Table 4.5) also show a wide range of abilities
within this class. One ESL student, Emma (Chinese), has almost reached mastery
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level while three others have scores which indicate satisfactory progress at the
Transition level. As this tests functions as a predictor of future success, at this stage
in their schooling these children should not be considered to be at risk of failing.
Greg (Chinese) has scored lower than the other ESL students and is possibly more
at risk but, nevertheless, has reached a higher standard than another group of very
low scoring children.
Table 4.5

Letter Identification Test, Transition, 1993
Letter Identification
Dec 1993

J

54

D

54

T

53

M

53

K

53

H
EMMA

51
52

N

51

K

50

M

48

N

47

K

47

H

43

ANDREW

43

F

43

ANGELA

36

DENISE

31

M

31

A

27

N

25

S

25

A

24

GREG

24

J

23

J

12

R

8

L

6

S

6
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Stages of Print Location

iii)

TabLe 4.6 Stages of Print Location, Transition, 1993
Stages of Print Location
Dec 1993
K
T
J
H
D

5
5
5

M
K

4
4

M
EMMA
F
K

4
4
4
4

A
DENISE

4

ANGELA

3

N
N
GREG
N
ANDREW

3
2
2
2
2

M

1

J
L

1

S
H
S
J
A
R

1

5
4

3

1
1
1
1
1
1

As would be expected at the Transition level the children appear to be at various
levels of reading development. A few have reached the highest level on this test and
a large proportion are still working at the beginning stages of learning to read. Once
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again, Emma (Chinese) has shown a high level of development and the other ESL
students are showing positive signs of improvement.
Overall, the results of the ESL students in the Transition class would tend to
indicate they have all had quite a satisfactory start to their school life. They appear
to be achieving at levels that would place them in the middle or upper third of their
class and not in the lower third as might have been expected.
4.3

Changes in Children's Behaviour and Attitude

This area of the evaluation is aimed at showing the changes in behaviour and
attitudes of the ESL children. Both social and academic behaviour will be discussed
to show the development which occurred during the year of the research. It is
evident from the video tapes, the field notes and from the interviews with the
classroom teachers that all the ESL children showed quite significant changes in
behaviour and attitude in the course of the year. It is not possible, in the scope of
this research, to present an analysis of these changes for all the children in the ESL
group. Instead I have prepared case studies for three of the children to sample the
types of changes and developments which occurred. It will become evident that
there are many similarities between the progress of the three case study children in
terms of their patterns of development in the ESL class as well as in their own
classroom. Similar patterns of development were evident for all the children studied
so the findings of the case studies are, to some extent, generalisable to the group as
a whole.
I chose to included case studies for the two Aboriginal girls, Angela (Transition)
and Sharon (Year 1), as the effectiveness of the program for Aboriginal children is
a major focus of this research. I am also interested in the effectiveness of the
program for other ESL children and so I chose to include a case study for Greg
(Transition), a Chinese boy who had very little oral English at the beginning of the
year.
4.3.1 Case Study No. 1: Angela
Angela started at Pandanus Primary School in Term 1, 1993. She had attended the
preschool where I had met her on a number of occasions. Both her parents are
Aboriginal and she is the youngest of six children but is the only child in the family
who attends this school. I knew Angela's mother quite well through the ASSPA
committee (Aboriginal Student Support and Parent Awareness) and would meet
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Angela at ASSPA functions. I always found her to be very friendly and
affectionate.
Angela's preschool teacher described her as being shy and thought she often acted
like a baby. She did not believe that Angela had any specific language problems but
that she did have a problem with motivation and was often reluctant to join in
activities. The audio-taped interview with the Transition class teacher describes
Angela in the first few weeks of school. She found her to be 'just not with it' and
suspected she would eventually need Special Education. She thought the problems
were mainly due to Angela's home background. The teacher commented that
Angela fiddled all the time and would sit up next to the teacher and run her fingers
up and down her legs. She said 'she couldn't sit still, which means she wasn't
taking it in'. However after about two or three weeks, the teacher could see a
marked improvement in Angela's behaviour. She seemed to be enjoying school and
would now sit and listen.
Angela's mid-year report states that she is 'a happy and helpful student who always
tries hard'. In the area of language the teacher considered that she enjoyed listening
to stories but still needed to develop more in reading books for pleasure, identifying
basic sight words and recalling the content of stories. She was not satisfactorily
communicating through drawings or writing nor attempting to use letter symbols to
present ideas. Angela would listen when others were speaking and she would share
ideas and experiences but did not speak clearly nor participate in class discussions.
In the area of social development, Angela appears to be quite satisfactoiy except for
not being responsible and not working independently.
Another interview in September, 1993 shows a rather dramatic change in Angela's
behaviour in the classroom. Now the teacher believes Angela is one of the top
students who finishes work quickly and is very confident and capable. The teacher
says Angela knows many sounds and is a keen participant during big book reading.
Angela always sits up the front, listens well and is not easily distracted. The teacher
does, however, comment that '(Angela) will never be brilliant, let's face it, she's
like her brother in many ways'. (Angela's older brother was having serious
difficulties with school.) So, despite all the positive comments given, the teacher
still seems to have very low expectations of Angela's academic ability.
The end of school report states that Angela has 'acquired excellent work habits and
is becoming a reliable and good student'. She was still developing in the areas of
reading books for pleasure, identifying basic sight words, communicating through
drawing and writing and attempting to use letter symbols to present ideas. In all
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other areas of language she was considered to be satisfactory. All the factors for
social development were satisfactory as well.
Information about Angela's behaviour in the ESL class was obtained from field
notes and the video tapes. At the start of the year, Angela's behaviour in the ESL
group was in many ways similar to that described by the class teacher but in the
ESL class her fiddling and lack of concentration was not seen as a problem but
accepted as normal for her age and cultural background. Many examples of this sort
of behaviour in young Aboriginal children can be found in the literature (Malin
1989, 1990; Murray, 1992). Angela exhibited many other behaviours that Malin
found to be typical of Aboriginal children in her study of a Reception class in
Adelaide. She was often slow to respond to my requests to finish work and pack up
equipment. She would continue on for some time seeming to ignore what the rest of
the class was doing. Eventually, she would finish and sit on the floor with the other
children. Malin believed this to be a form of self-regulation and is a characteristic
encouraged in many Aboriginal homes.
Angela was also very observant and quick to learn the ESL classroom routines,
another trait which Malin describes in her study. I encouraged this aspect of
behaviour and I would often direct children to Angela when they could not find the
equipment and materials they wanted. Angela liked to organise the games and
activities for the group. She would often have the cards ready for me as we were
starting the phonics lesson and she liked to sit next to me when seated around the
table and pass out the printed sheets and pencils to the other children.
Angela was a keen participant of all the activities in the ESL class. From the start
Angela liked drawing during free activities and, with some encouragement, began
to write stones for her pictures. To begin with these were just a series of letters
without any sound relationship but as the year progressed she was attempting to
apply her knowledge of single sounds when writing unknown words. She often
played dressing-up games with the other girls and tended to play the part of the
baby. She was more of a follower in these activities rather than a leader. She liked
to play board games with both boys and girls. She sometimes seemed to be slow at
first to learn the rules but once she had picked up the ideas she was quite an active
participant.
During big book reading, Angela would often kneel up and lean on my lap while
looking at the book. In the beginning she was very restless and would change from
sitting to kneeling to standing quite often. She did not always focus her attention on
the book or read along with the others but would look around at things in the room.

Towards the end of the year she was most likely to sit close to the book and take an
active role in reading with the group, turning the pages and 'being the teacher' by
pointing to the words. She would join in group discussions and was often quite
witty and made everyone laugh with what she said.
From the start of the year, Angela was keen to read orally to me although her level
of literacy at that stage was quite low. On the test for Stages of Print Location,
Angela was at Level 1 in March which indicated she was able to repeat a memorised
text for a page without locating any detail in the print. By May she was able to
memorise lines of text, locating that line as a whole (Level 2). She continued at this
level for most of the year but by the final testing in November, Angela was able to
locate individual words within a line of print (Level 3). As can be seen from the
quantitative results, Angela's score of Level 3 was quite average for this Transition
class.
Angela read to mc on most days during the oral reading session but then I also tried
to encourage the children to read to themselves or to a friend. At first Angela did not
manage to do this very well and would often just sit with a book or turn the pages
without reading. Occasionally, she would sit with a group of other children and join
in with reading a big book together. As the year progressed, Angela was able to
read on her own for longer periods of time and would sometimes read ten or more
books in one session. However, she still preferred to read to the teacher or join
with a group to read.
Overall, Angela seems to have had a successful Transition year. She moved from
being seen by her class teacher as having major problems in adapting to school life
to a student who has acquired excellent work habits. She appears to be achieving
academically at a level average for her class and does not seem to have problems
with her social development.
4.3.2 Case Study No. 2: Greg
Greg started school in Term 1, 1993 and had attended the preschool the previous
year. He is from a Chinese-Timorese family and very little English is spoken at
home. He has two older sisters who are past students of Pandanus Primary and
now attend high school.
I had met Greg at preschool on a number of occasions to help the preschool teacher
assess his English language development as she suspected he may have needed to
attend the Anula Intensive English Unit. We decided he would not need to attend
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the unit but would require careful monitoring and extra language assistance in
Transition. His preschool teacher described him as being lively, friendly and
interested in preschool activities. But she said he seemed slow to grasp ideas and
concepts and thought this may have been an ESL problem.
When interviewed in March, the class teacher felt that Greg was having great
difficulty in settling into school and thought this was do with his cultural
background. She said his listening skills needed to improve and some days 'he
would go off on a tangent and his concentration would be nil'. He did not join in
during big book reading and did not participate in class discussions. He did present
items for show-and-tell and was quite confident when speaking to the class despite
his limited English. She believed he was quite often frustrated because he could not
do the work and this resulted in episodes of bad, rough behaviour in the classroom
and in the school yard.
His mid-year report states that Greg had shown a lot of improvement and was
gradually developing good listening skills. The teacher considered that he needed to
improve in all areas of language use. This included reading books for pleasure,
identifying basic sight words, enjoying listening to stories, recalling contents of
stories, speaking clearly and participating in class discussions. He also seemed to
have quite a few problems with his social development. He did not work and play
well with others, work independently or finish tasks. He did not work quietly and
his work was not neat and tidy. He did know the school routine and was a willing
helper in the classroom.
In an interview in September, the class teacher said that Greg was a lot keener and
had better concentration. He was still easily distracted and sometimes naughty but
this was becoming less so. She said he often had interesting things to talk about in
show and tell, participated well when the class read big books and his reading was
'getting there'. She commented that 'He'll always be a plodder, we know that.
He'll just go along slowly'.
The end of the year report shows that Greg had improved greatly. The teacher
stated that he 'has made steady progress this year' and 'has settled into a school
routine, despite lack of concentration sometimes'. In language he was satisfactory
in all areas except identifying some basic sight words, communicating through
drawings and attempting to use letter symbols to present ideas. He was now
speaking clearly and participating in class discussions. His social development was
also satisfactory and only needed to improve in working and playing with others.
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In the ESL class it was fairly obvious from the field notes and the video tapes that
Greg had very poor English language skills at the beginning of the year. He did not
speak in sentences and seemed to have a limited vocabulary. He did appear to
understand a lot of what was being said to him and had no trouble learning the class
routines. He enjoyed the free activities and mixed in well with the other children.
He mostly played with the Lego or played board games with the other boys.
Occasionally, he would play dressing-up with the girls or do a jigsaw on his own.
Despite his limited English he did manage to converse with the other children and
would often laugh and giggle while playing.
Greg started off the year with very poor literacy skills. He could not write his own
name and had difficulty forming letters when doing printed sheets. He rarely chose
to draw pictures and write stories for free activities. He did not recognise any single
sounds when tested in February. When playing board games he often needed the
other children to help him move his counter and to tell him the number on the dice.
As the year progressed Greg's English improved considerably although he would
often make mistakes in his choice of words. For example, he would call his teacher
'him' instead of 'her' or use the wrong verb tense, such as 'I go to the crocodile
farm already'. He began to talk to me quite often, mostly about his family and his
pets. Whilst playing he would call out to me to come and see what he was doing
and was very responsive when I assisted him with a puzzle. During the year he
became more interested in drawing and story writing but even by the end of the year
he was still only writing strings of letters without any attempt to match sounds to
symbols. When tested in November he scored 24 on the Letter Identification Test
which was not particularly high but was by no means the lowest in his class.
Greg was somewhat reluctant to read to me in the first few weeks. Normally, I let
the children choose when they would read but in the beginning I always had to ask
Greg to come up to read. At this stage he merely repeated the text as I read the
books with him but he gradually was able to memorise whole pages, that is, Level
1 on the Scale of Print Location. Gradually Greg became more confident with his
reading and would volunteer to read to me most days. He remained at Level 1 until
moving to Level 2 in August when he started pointing to the text and locating lines
of print. When tested in November he was still at Level 2. Greg seems to have
made fairly slow but steady progress in his reading development and when
compared with the rest of the class he is performing at a level equal to or higher
than many other children.
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Greg seems to have had a very successful year both academically and socially and
has developed many skills and behaviours which he was lacking at the start of the
year. His oral language development has improved throughout the year and,
although his literacy level is still fairly low, it seems he has made very positive
steps towards further development.
4.3.3 Case Study No. 3: Sharon
Sharon started school in Term 3, 1992 after spending a year in preschool. She is
the youngest of seven children and four of her siblings also attend Pandanus
Primary School. I got to know Sharon in preschool and found her to be rather shy
at first but quite affectionate and talkative once I got to know her. Her father is
Aboriginal and he often brought the children to ASSPA functions. Her mother is of
Anglo origin.
At the beginning of 1993 Sharon was in the Transition class but was moved in to
Year 1 at the start of Term 2 when a new intake of students arrived from preschool.
Her Transition teacher said she had many difficulties when she first started school
but had come forward a bit with time. She considered her to be a plodder and that
,she was never going to be very bright'. She did join in group discussions and
often had interesting things to relate.
Sharon's report at the end of Transition said that she had developed good work
habits and was a cooperative and happy student. In the area of language she was
still developing in most areas including being able to handle books properly,
enjoying reading, recognising a word or a sentence and associating sounds with
symbols. Her speech was not clear and she did not recognise initial sounds in
words. She could write her own name and use sentences to express ideas. Her
social development seemed satisfactory except for being able to follow the teacher's
instructions and she sometimes didn't finish a task.
In her Year 1 mid-year report, Sharon was working below class level in her
attention span and the teacher commented she need to concentrate more. She was at
class level in all other areas of listening and speaking. In reading she was showing
an interest in books and understood what she was reading. She was below standard
in her ability to apply reading skills but the teacher considered she was developing
in this area. She was working below year level in all areas of writing but was
improving slowly. Her social and personal growth was satisfactory. Under the
heading of work habits she could follow directions, was attentive in class, was
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cooperative and completed tasks. She needed to improve in making good use of her
time, taking pride in her work and working independently.
When interviewed in September, Sharon's class teacher said she was a lot more
confident and more willing to participate in class activities. Now she would
approach the teacher to say something, whereas before she tended to stay in the
background and let other children do the talking. The teacher considered Sharon
had matured and had improved academically both in confidence and effort. The
end-of-year report shows that Sharon was working at class level in all areas of
language except for being slightly below standard in applying reading skills.
However, the teacher commented that she was much improved in reading. She was
not seen to be having problems in any of the areas of social and personal growth
and work habits. Her teacher remarked that she had made good progress and was
an attentive and well mannered child.
Sharon settled into the ESL class very quickly and tended to lead the other children
in organising games and activities. She quite often played dressing-up games and
usually made up the story line for the role plays. She was very patient with the
younger children in the class and would teach them new games and try to include
them in the role plays. Malin (1989) describes similar nurturant behaviour in the
Aboriginal children she studied in Adelaide. Sharon displayed other behaviours
which Malin believed to be characteristic of Aboriginal children, however, these
were not as frequent nor as noticeable as they were for Angela. For example,
Sharon would often continue with an activity or she would busy herself with
tidying up and putting things in their right place for some time after the teacher had
instructed the class to finish. She was very quick to work out the class routine and
would organise the materials and equipment needed for the next part of the lesson
without my instructions. Sometimes if I was delayed when we were about to read a
big book, Sharon would sit in my chair and lead the class in reading the book.
She liked to draw pictures and from the start made a good effort at writing stories.
As the year progressed she chose this activity quite often and the quality of her
written work developed considerably. Sharon tended to play with the other girls but
on occasions would play board games with the boys. She was very friendly and
affectionate towards me and would often relate to me stories about her family.
From the start she was very confident with her oral language when speaking to me
or during class discussions but her reading skills were at quite a low level. In
March she was on Level 1 on the Scale of Print Location and by April she has
progressed to Level 2 where she remained until July. After this time Sharon made
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quite remarkable progress and by October was reading at Level 5. She seemed to
prefer to read with other children rather than by herself and she was always keen to
read to me and would be one of the first to do so each lesson.
Sharon has shown great improvement this year and has moved from being one of
the lowest achievers in the class to working at an acceptable class level. As well as
improving academically she has become more confident and attentive in the
classroom.
4,4

Discussion of Case Studies

In the discussion of these case studies there does seem to be some contradiction
between the comments of the class teacher and my findings. For example, the
school report states that the children did not read books for pleasure and could not
identify some basic sight words. From the video tapes and the field notes of the
ESL class it would seem quite certain that all the children enjoyed reading and were
keen to participate in all the reading activities. There was also evidence from the oral
reading sessions that the children could, in fact, identify some sight words.
There are a few possible explanations for these differences. Firstly, I had the
advantage of working with a smaller group of children which allowed more
opportunity for individual instruction and assessment. Secondly, methods of
assessment were different. One class teacher commented in an interview that she
rarely heard the children read orally and she did not do any quantitative testing or
keep anecdotal records of the children's reading progress. The other class teacher
did not hear oral reading except when the children were reading their own stories.
In both cases their evaluation is based heavily on observations during class time
while children are reading big books together or when they read out their own story
writing. This would make the assessment quite subjective and open to the teacher's
own perceptions. We have already seen evidence in the case studies that one teacher
in particular does not have high expectations of these children's academic ability, as
the following comments indicate:
'(Angela) will never be brilliant, let's face it

...'

'(Greg will) always be a plodder, we know that.'
'(Sharon) was never going to be very bright.'
Such low expectations could certainly be a factor which could negatively influence a
teachers assessment.
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4.5

Summary of Findings

As mentioned earlier, there were similar patterns of development evident in all three
case studies which were common to the ESL group as a whole. All children started
off being below an acceptable class standard academically and their teachers
considered they had many social and behavioural problems in the classroom. Many
of the later problems seemed to diminish in the classroom only a few weeks after
the commencement of the ESL program. The children's academic progress was not
as quick to improve but there was a gradual development throughout the year for all
the children in Transition. The Year 1 children also showed a steady improvement
until about September when their development seemed to accelerate quite
noticeably.
Judging by these findings this ESL language program does seem to have been
successful in it's aim to bring children up to an acceptable academic level for their
class as well as assisting them in developing behaviours and attitudes appropriate to
the classroom. In the following three chapters I will be analysing the
teaching/learning strategies used in the ESL class in order to determine how these
results were achieved.

Chapter 5
TEACHING STRATEGIES
5.1

-

PART 1: SCAFFOLDING

Overview

The teaching strategies used in this ESL group language program were originally
devised to cater for the needs of the Aboriginal students at the school. By
considering the children's prior experiences of learning and how that prepared them
for the sub-culture of schooling, teaching strategies were adapted to make these
strategies more culturally suitable.2 Considering the findings of the previous chapter
the program has proven to have been beneficial for both the Aboriginal and nonAboriginal students in the ESL withdrawal group. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 will examine
these adapted classroom strategies to determine how they were implemented to
achieve these results.
A description of the program was presented in Chapter 3 which identified eight
prior learning experiences and alongside each of these was a list of suggested
teaching strategies. For the purpose of analysis these strategies have been grouped
into three categories

-

Scaffolding, Interpersonal Relationships, Adoption of the

Sub-culture of Western Schooling. Table 5.1 shows how these three categories
relate to the original program:
There was only one of the original strategies that I now believe to be inappropriate
and needed to be changed considerably. This was included under No. 8, Little
emphasis on personal acade,nicaliy purposeful behaviour. It recommended to
'Avoid ritualistic behaviour by changing the order and types of activities
occasionally'.
I originally included this strategy in the program in response to the concerns
outlined by Christie (1985) of children becoming 'ritual readers' in the classroom.
He believes many Aboriginal children and children who do not come from reading
homes will often view reading as part of the school ritual, enjoying the social

2

While there is much variation within Aboriginal society, it remains useful to use a number
of generalisations about Aboriginal children. However, teachers need to be constantly
vigilant not to use these generalisations as excuses for stereotyping, failure to relate to
Aboriginal children as individuals and as a rationale for lower academic expectations. The
two Aboriginal student case studies recorded in the previous chapter are eloquent examples
of these matters.
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aspects of reading without being concerned about what it means. Christie comments
that:
The very fact that reading lessons are conducted at a particular time of the day,
using standard texts in what rapidly becomes a very familiar routine,
strengthens the child's perception of reading as a ritual
(1985:80).
Table 5.1 Categories Derived from Language Program
Aboriginal prior experience of
learning
1.

Teaching strategies

Informal learning: little two-way
Scaffolding
interaction for deliberate learning and
teaching
Reticence to take risks publicly

Interpersonal Relationships

Independence training

Interpersonal Relationships
Adopting the Sub-culture of
Western schooling

Questioning

Scaffolding
Interpersonal Relationships

Interpersonal Communication

Interpersonal Relationships

Contextualised learning

Scaffolding

Pre-literacy skills

Scaffolding

Little emphasis on personal
academically purposeful behaviour

Adopting the Sub-culture of
Western schooling

It was my intention to avoid having the children become ritual readers by varying
the program from time to time. However, this strategy proved to be rather
distracting for the children and they seemed to prefer the routines established in the
class. I allowed the routines to continue and approached the problem of ritual
readers by encouraging the children to become active and self-regulated learners
which will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.
Rather than being something to avoid, I now believe that routines in the classroom
have a major role in setting up patterned interactions which enhance learning. Gray
(1990) discusses in detail the importance of routines as a means of establishing
shared experiences for the teacher and the students. He says in relation to
questions, for example, that because of this shared experience:
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teachers have access to a powerful set a questioning strategies that differ from
those usually encountered in classrooms [and] questions can be readily
'reframed' in the light of that experience in order to reduce the level of
difficulty facing the child
(Gray, 1990:1-3).
However, the routines Gray is suggesting should not be confused with the ritual
behaviour with which Christie is concerned. Edwards and Mercer, 1987:92-97)
have explored the ways in which joint understanding between teachers and students
is established in classrooms. They make a distinction between 'ritual' behaviour
where students follow procedures which generate an acceptable result from the
teacher and 'principled' behaviour which is oriented towards an understanding of
how procedures and processes work. To prevent a classroom routine becoming a
ritual, goals must be defined and related in a principled manner to the educational
development of the learners.
The routine established in the ESL class consisted of five separate sessions (see
Chapter 3) and within these sessions further routines were set up. These routines
involved a variety of activities and were not so rigid as to become boring for the
children. They were however, very predictable so that both the teacher and the
students knew exactly what was expected of them in the interaction.
Throughout the remainder of this Chapter, I will be referring to these five sessions
and will present an outline of the daily routine to provide a basic understanding of
what each involved. The ESL classes were held four mornings each week about ten
minutes after the start of the school day. I would pick the children up from their
classroom and as we walked to the ESL room they would often chat to me relating
any news concerning themselves or their families. They would enter the ESL room
quite excited and enthusiastic and would organise themselves to do free activities.
Free activities
During free activities the children could choose from a wide range of games,
puzzles, dress-up activities and reading and writing activities. I would move around
to individuals or groups of children conversing with them as much as possible.
Big book Reading
The free activity session was followed by big book reading. Books were selected
from a box which contained a large range of fiction and non-fiction texts then
placed on an easel for all children to see. Usually I sat next to the book and pointed

to the text or pictures while a child would sit on the other side and turn the pages.
Children were free to make comments about the books as we read through them and
I would encourage discussion before, during and after each reading.
Phonics Activity
While the children were still sitting on the floor we would have a phonics activity.
This involved either the introduction of a new single sound or a game to practise
known sounds. Children were involved in organising these activities whenever
possible.
Printed sheets
From the floor we moved to the tables where we completed one or two printed
sheets to further practise single sounds. In both these phonics activities the children
were encouraged to assist each other and I would always model the task first so
children would understand what was expected of them.
Oral Reading
The final session each day was the oral reading session. It was my intention to hear
each child read every day but sometimes this was not possible due to time
constraints. The children were free to choose books from a range of fiction and
non-fiction books. To start with this included about fifteen books from Level One
of the Rigby series, Storybox and Three-in-One. As the year progressed more
books were added to suit the developmental level of the children. The Rigby series
seemed especially suitable for this language program because they contained short
stories that could easily be finished in the short space of time I could allow for each
child. They also used illustrations which included people from a variety of cultural
backgrounds in an attempt to allow all children to identify with the characters.
The remainder of this chapter will present an analysis of the the teaching strategy
referred to as scaffolding to help define its role in the success of this language
program.
5.2

Scaffolding in the ESL Classroom

One of the original strategies proposed for this language program was the use of the
'natural learning processes' (Gray, 1985, 1987, 1990) of shared experience,
modelling, negotiation and sel f- performance to form the basis of learning in the
classroom. In classroom practice these four strategies are so interrelated it is often
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difficult to see them as separate entities. The teacher continually switches back and
forth using the strategy which best suits the context of the situation. For this
research I have chosen to use the term 'scaffolding' to view these four strategies as
a whole process rather than try to evaluate each separately. The descriptions of
scaffolding from Chapter 2 provide a framework for examining the use of
scaffolding in this analysis.
Before analysing the scaffolding which takes place in this research classroom, we
must be clear on the teacher's goals, for, without this knowledge, we cannot judge
whether or not the interactions have been successful. Two of the main goals in this
program are to develop the children's oral language and their reading skills. For
some children oral language development will involve learning English as second
language; and for others it will be learning a second dialect, for example, those
children who speak Aboriginal English at home. In both cases the goal is to use
language in natural conversations where each child's utterances are structured and
expanded by the adult as a basis for sustaining dialogue (Krashen and Terre!,
1983). With development of reading the teacher is primarily concerned that children
develop a literacy set (Holdaway, 1979:49) and then continue on to master the
developmental tasks of the reading process.
In the following evaluation I have provided examples from a number of different
teaching activities. Whenever possible I have presented examples from the
beginning, middle and end of the year to show evidence of progression in the
children's development. I have also presented a variety of examples so as to include
all children in the ESL withdrawal group rather than focusing on any one cultural
group.
Examples of scaffolding can be found in all the teaching activities but it seems the
oral reading sessions were perhaps best suited to this type of learning. The children
read to me individually which allowed me to determine the child's current level of
development and to employ appropriate strategies to extend their current knowledge
and skills. The following examples from the video tapes demonstrate the various
scaffolding techniques I used during the oral reading sessions and highlight the
quality of teaching when working with children on a one to one basis.
At the beginning of the year many children had had very little reading experience
and I relied heavily on modelling and negotiation to support the children's learning.
In the following example I am quick to realise that Greg, who has only been at
school for two weeks, will need a great deal of assistance to read the story.
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(8.2.93
T:

-

Greg: Transition, Chinese)
Greg would you like to come and read to me now?

(Greg goes over to teacher with the book he has selected and the teacher directs him
to sit on the chair next to her.)
T:

(Pointing to the title.) 'My Bike Can Fly'. Can you say that?

(Greg gives no reply.)
T:

(Pointing to the title.) 'My Bike Can Fly'. Can you have a tly?

Greg:

My Bike Can Fly.

T:

You read it with me.

(T. begins to read and Greg follows on immediately after. T. points to the words.
They read the whole story in this way.)
(Last line of print says 'I ride home fast'.)
T:

I wonder why he wants to go home fast?

Greg:

Shrugs shoulders.

T:

Maybe he wants to watch telly. Maybe Ninja Turtles is on?

Greg:

Nods with a big smile.

With my support Greg can 'read' the book and so begins to see himself as a reader.
With subsequent readings of the same book Greg was gradually able to take over
more responsibility until he required little assistance from the teacher. At the end of
the story I relate the text to a real-life situation familiar to Greg who at that time was
very keen on Ninja Turtles. On subsequent readings of this text Greg always
mentioned this obviously appealing extension of the story.
Towards the end of the year my support strategies had changed as children were
able to read many books on their own, but I would still be ready to provide support
when needed. In the following example, Kevin has already asked if he can be first
to read to me and has selected his book from the pile in the centre of the floor. He
sits on a chair next to where I will sit waiting for me to arrive. He comes to this
learning encounter with a positive attitude towards the task of reading which I
suspect has developed from previously shared experiences with myself.
Considering his enthusiasm to read first, I would suggest Kevin sees the task not as
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an opportunity to improve his reading skills, which is primarily the teacher's goal,
but as enjoyable activity. For successful scaffolding it is not essential that the child
conceptualise the goal of the activity in the way the adult assistor does but, as Tharp
et al (1988:34) explain, as interaction proceeds, the child's goals will shift in
response to adult help and their growing inter-subjectivity and understanding.
At the beginning of the session I establish the child's current level of development
by determining whether the child has read the book before and by allowing the child
to proceed without assistance until a problem arises.
(22.11.93

-

Kevin: Year 1, Anglo)

T:

Okay, Kevin. Have you got a book to read to me?

Kevin:

Yep.

T:

Alright Kevin, what's your story called?

Kevin:

Spider, Spider.

T:

Good boy. Have you read this before?

Kevin:

Yes.

T:

That's good. Let's go.

Kevin:

Bee, bee come to tea
No spider, no, no, not spider, not me.

T:

What did this part say? (pointing to the second line which was
incorrect. Kevin looks at the text but does not reply). Have a look at it
first.

Kevin:

No, not spider.

T:

Aren't those two words the same. (Pointing to 'no' and 'no'.)

K:

Not. No, not. (Hesitating, unsure.)

(T. starts to read and Kevin joins in immediately after.)
T & Kevin: No, no spider. Not me.
T:

Well done.

Kevin:

(Looking at next line of text, hesitates.)

T:

Earwig.

Kevin:

Earwig, earwig come to tea.
No, no (reads slowly) earwig. Not me.

T:

You know this word.

Kevin:

Caterpillar, caterpillar come to tea.
No spi

...

No no spider come

...

not me.

T:

Good boy Kevin.

Kevin:

Dragonfly, dragonfly come to tea.
No

...

No, no spider not me.
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Caterpillar, caterpillar

...

no I mean

Butterfly, butterfly come to tea.
T:

Oh hang on. Does that word say butterfly?

Kevin:

No (pointing to 'Moth')

T:

What's it start with?
'w' (so und)*.
Urn

Kevin:
T:

...

No, it starts with 'm' (letter) or 'rn' (sound). Now what's a little
animal, an insect, that looks like a butterfly that starts with 'm'
(sound)?
It's not as colourful as a
...

Kevin:

Moth.

T:

Moth, yes.

Kevin:

Moth, moth come to tea.
Oh

...

No, no spider not me.

Spider, spider come to tea.
No, no bird (hesitates) not me.
Well done, Kevin. That was good reading.
*

(In these examples when reference is made to a single letter, 'sound' will indicate

that the sound of the letter was used and 'letter' will indicate that the alphabet name
was used.)
Kevin approaches the task confidently and reads fluently but I stop him as soon as a
mistake is made. At times, when scaffolding, it is appropriate to accept a child's
response which is not entirely correct but in this situation I decide this is not
desirable. From previous experience I know the developmental stage of this child
and make a judgement to extend him to a higher level of development. I direct
Kevin's attention to the mistake, and then, through a series of questions, try to
guide him to use various strategies to correct his mistake. After a number of
unsuccessful attempts I model the correct response. This same text, ie 'No, no
spider' is repeated a number of times throughout the story and at each attempt
Kevin is now able to self-regulate his reading strategies to give the correct
response.
At various other times during the story Kevin makes a mistake or hesitates when a
word is unknown. Each time I draw attention to the mistake and suggest strategies
which he could use to determine the meaning of the word. I provide a number of
strategies, for example, determining the first letter and referring to real-life
experiences (ie moth). At times I give the child the answer without this type of
negotiation especially when I feel the flow of the story will be interrupted and the
enjoyment aspect of the social interaction would be reduced by such an action.
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Because I hear the children read individually almost every day, I am able to quickly
assess whether or not negotiation is appropriate. For example, in this lesson Kevin
does not know the word 'earwig' and obviously the picture does not give him any
clues. I know earwigs are uncommon in Darwin and decided that no amount of
prompting will reveal the answer, so I tell Kevin the word. Later on Kevin says the
first letter of 'moth' is 'w'. I know that Kevin has problems with reversals so I tell
him the correct answer rather than interrupt the story by trying to explain his
mistake.
It is conceivable that Kevin could, in fact, be highly motivated in his reading
simply to please the teacher and be demonstrating 'ritual' behaviour. I suspect that
Kevin did enjoy reading to me which is evidenced in his enthusiasm to read first
and I would consider this to be a very constructive attitude. However, the fact that
Kevin chose to read a book that was rather difficult for him would indicate that his
motives for reading are not just to please the teacher, otherwise it would be
expected that he would have chosen a book with which he was very familiar so as
to avoid making mistakes.
In the oral reading sessions in this class children always read a whole story to me. I
carefully selected the books to ensure they contained short stories which could be
finished in the limited time available. I did not try to simplify the task of reading by
teaching the vocabulary or sentence patterns before starting a new book. This is an
important aspect of scaffolding as Greenlield (1984:117-138) explains scaffolding
does not involve simplifying the task: it holds the task difficulty constant while
simplifying the child's role by means of graduated assistance from the adult.
Besides the oral reading sessions, the only time I could work with children
individually was during free activities. Here again we find many examples of
scaffolding strategies used by the teacher. My goal in these interactions was to
develop oral language skills as well as conceptual development relevant to the
activity the child was doing at the time. In the first example, Henna has been
working on a large 'seascape' jigsaw on the floor. From time to time she has asked
me for assistance. I had been wandering around the room talking and helping other
children and always responded to her requests by offering strategies to tackle the
problem. For example, 'Why don't you do the bottom part first. See all this yellow
colour. And these sandy bits all go at the bottom.' I stayed with Henna as she
successfully continued with the puzzle then I moved off to another group of
children. Henna has called me once again.
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(31.5.93

-

Henna: Year 1, Pakistani)

T:

Which colour shows the bottom of the boat, Henna?

Henna:

Oh, these ones here. (reaches over and picks up piece)

T:

Where does that part go?

(Henna puts piece in place).
T:

Try if that circle part goes in here?

(Henna puts piece in place).
T:

And the anchor. It joins on to the anchor.

(Henna is looking for the place.)
T:

Does your dad have a boat, Henna?

Henna:

Shakes head.

T:

What about you uncles? Nobody has a boat?

Henna:

Shakes head.

T:

Sometimes on a boat you have an anchor. It stops you moving around.
Otherwise, if you're fishing, the boat will just move away.

Henna:

Then you can't catch any fish.

After using questions to provide a structure for using appropriate strategies I want
to ensure that Henna understands the vocabulary she is using, ie an anchor. To do
this I try to relate this to a real-life situation. When this tactic is unsuccessful I
provide a definition of the function of an anchor to accompany the picture in the
puzzle. This is the type of support Tharp et a! (1988) refer to as cognitive
structuring as it assists students to organise their experiences and moves from the
experience at hand to analogous instances.
While working individually with children allows for optimum use of scaffolding
there are numerous examples on the video tapes of successful scaffolding whilst
working with the whole group. Reading big books together allowed me to create a
context for teacher and student interaction. By modelling, negotiating and allowing
self-performance of the text I assisted the children to develop a wide range of
strategies such as, directionality, relationship of picture to text, conventions of print
and punctuation. The following few examples show how I used these strategies
with the whole class by pointing to the item mentioned.
Don't forget, when we read we have to look at the words as well as the
pictures. (pointing to the words and the pictures)
T:

We know it says 'croak' because it starts with a 'c' (sound). (Pointing
to the 'c'.)
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T:

What do you think this word starts with? (Pointing to the word.)

T:

What's this funny thing at the end of the sentence? (Pointing to a
question mark.)

Another important aspect of reading which was developed during big book sessions
was that of comprehension. Tharp eta! (1993:108) define comprehension as 'the
weaving of new information into existing mental structures'. At this early level of
instruction I was trying to build those cognitive competencies that are foundational
to eventual text comprehension. There are many instances when I attempted this by
creating a shared understanding of the context of the text with the children and by
relating the text of the story back to the children's real life experiences. These two
strategies occurred before commencing to read or during the reading.
In the following example, this was attempted trying to draw on the children's
previous experiences by asking questions which name and locate aspects of the
story. I then move on to encourage higher order thinking by asking the children to
infer information from the picture. I direct the children to focus on the mouse's
character as this is part of the underlying theme of the book.
(9.2.93

-

Nikki: Yr 1, Greek; Angela: Transition, Aboriginal; Javed:

Yr 1, Pakistani; Sharon: Aboriginal, Yr 1; Denise: Greek, Transition;
Henna: Yr 1, Pakistani)
(Children are sitting on the floor facing the big book. Teacher is sitting on a small
chair next to the book.)
T:

Right, our story is called Cat and Mouse. Who's on the front cover?

Children: Mouse

...

and cat.

T:

Where's the cat? (Child points to cat in picture.)

T:

Well that's good looking. I didn't even see him. What are these things
here?

Children: Claws
T:

Just by looking at the picture, who can tell me what they think about
the mouse?

Javed:

The mouse is happy.

T:

How do you know?

Javed:

Cause he's got a happy face.

T:

What else about the mouse?

Javed:

He likes cheese.

T:

You can see that, can't you?

T:

What else can you tell me?
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Nikki:

He lives in that hole.

T:

Mmm. It looks to me like he's got a fat tummy. I think he likes to eat a
lot of food. (Children nod heads.) And he's got a nice big fat tummy
from eating all that food. Do you think that's a possibility, Angela?
(Angela looks at teacher.) Did you look at that mouse and think he eats
too much?

Angela:

Nods head and laughs.

This lesson occurred in the third week of school and some children were very
reluctant to join in discussions. One boy, Javed, who was only in the class for a
few weeks and so is not part of the research group, seems to dominate this
discussion. I allow this for a while as he provides a model for other children.
Eventually, I try to draw other children in to the discussion by also modelling the
sort of answer a teacher would expect. I encourage Angela to make some comments
but at this stage accept a 'nod and a laugh'.
Later on in the lesson I try to relate the text to the children's previous experiences.
The children and I are in the process of reading the book together.
Javed:

Oh, look at those, look Mrs Trouw. It looks like holes inside his feet.
(Pointing to picture.)

T:

Here?

Javed:

Yer.

T:

Ooo, that looks painful, doesn't it. Having all those prickles in you.
Have you ever had prickles stuck in you Angela?

Angela:

Shakes head.

T:

Have you Sharon?

Sharon:

(Nods head.) When I was little.

T:

Ooo, did it hurt?

Sharon:

Nods.

T:

What did you do with it?

Sharon:

Ijust took it out.

T:

Did you?

T:

Denise, have you ever had a prickle in you?

Denise:

Nods.
In you leg or your arm?

Denise:

Nods.

T:

Like the cat has. (Pointing to picture in book.)

Denise:

Looks at teacher smiling.

Henna:

My sister had a tiny little one in her leg and mum had to take it out.

T.

Certainly.
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The following example comes from a lesson near the end of the year and the
children are much keener to join in the discussion.
(22.11.93

Angela: Transition, Aboriginal; Greg: Transition,
Chinese; Sharon: Yr 1, Aboriginal; Kevin: Yr 1, Anglo)
-

(T. and children are reading The Little Red Hen for the first time. Before
commencing reading there was a short discussion about the front cover and the title.
They have just read about a grain of wheat.)
T:

Now she has this grain of wheat. What is this grain of wheat? (Many
hands go up.) Kevin?

Kevin:

Bread.

T:

Its got something to do with bread but that's not really a bit of bread.
(Pointing to picture,) What's she going to do with it?

Childnn:

Plant it.

T:

You don't normally plant bread but you're on the right track. Can you
think about what it might be, Kevin?

Greg:

Wheat.

Kevin:

Flour.

Sharon:

Wheat.

T:

Its got something to do with flour but not quite.

(T. point to Sharon who has her hand up.)
Sharon:

Urn.. It's got urn.. if you plant it and when you plant it turns into urn..
wheat.

T:

And what do you get from wheat? (Looking at Kevin.)

Kevin:

Flour.

T:

Then you get the flour.

Angela:

And then you get the bread.

T:

Yes. So if you plant this (Pointing to picture.) you're going to get lot's
of little stalks coming up and lots of little seeds on it then you can make
that into flour (Pointing the book to show how seeds have grown.)

In this example we see how I play off and build on the children's answers. This
requires flexibility and allows for extension of children's ideas but it can be seen
that I maintain the goal for the discussion. When I ask 'Can you think about what it
might be, Kevin?' I ignore the response 'wheat' in favour of the response 'flour'
which allows for extension of Kevin's ideas.
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I also use modelling to extend children's answers, such as, when Kevin says
'Flour' I extends this to 'Then you get the flour' which is a step towards the
development of a procedural text. Angela copies my model by adding 'And then
you get the bread' I finish the discussion by relating the information back to the
story and provide a short procedural text of the process of making flour.
Although the phonics lesson given each day was designed to introduce more formal
learning strategies, scaffolding was often used to develop the children's knowledge
and skills especially in oral language development. This lesson was also towards
the end of the year and we see the children are willing participants of the interaction.
(22.11.93 Angela: Transition, Aboriginal; Sharon: Yr 1, Aboriginal;
Kevin: Yr 1, Anglo; Andrew: Transition, New Guinea,,; Emma:
Transition, Chinese)
(Children are sitting on the floor, teacher is sitting on small chair holding up card
with the letter V. The children are trying to think of things that start with 'v'.)
Sharon:

A vol

T:

Well done

Greg:

Yer volcano.

Kevin:

Yes

T:

What's a volcano?

...

can

...

o.

Andrew: It goes wah.
Sharon:

And its got fire on it. (Shows with hands.)

Kevin:

It goes up and then. (Shows with hands.)

Angela:

There's a volcano up there. (Pointing to alphabet chart. All children
look.)

Kevin:

Yer when the dinosaurs were living they had volcanoes and all fire
comes out of them.

T:

Do they still have volcanoes now?

Kevin:

No.

Angela:

They go in the jungles

Greg:

And I've seen them volcanoes. On the TV.

T:

But do they still have volcanoes now? (Few seconds quiet pause.)
Andrew what do you think?

Andrew: No.
Children: No.
T:

Well do you know what?

Greg:

Yes.
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Andrew: What?
Emma:

What?

T:

They do have volcanoes. (Laughing.)

Andrew: Where?
T:

In new Zealand. I've seen them in New Zealand.

Sharon:

I was going to say that.

Andrew:

Have you seen ... ?

T:

And in Indonesia. In a lot of countries there are volcanoes. But there
are no volcanoes still in Australia. They used to have them.

Angela:

Not in Darwin either?

T:

No, there's none in Darwin. There used to be volcanoes in Australia
but there are no volcanoes in Australia now.

Kevin:

I just meant Darwin.

T:

Oh you were just thinking of Darwin. Okay, I meant the whole world.

Greg:

Mrs. Trouw. No volcanoes is everywhere.

T:

Yes there are in other countries
news they tell you.

Kevin:

Yes I know. I saw it.

...

the Philippines. Sometimes on the

This discussion deviates quite a way from the original goal of trying to think of
things that start with V. I make the decision to run with the children's interests
here especially when Kevin shows the misconception that the volcanoes were only
around with the dinosaurs. Not only does this lead to a better understanding of
volcanoes but provides a very natural means for oral language development. In this
example all the children in the class take part and there is a marked increase in child
participation compared with the earlier examples.
It seems evident from these examples that the technique of scaffolding has been
successfully used in this classroom. When comparing the interactions at the start of
the year with those towards the end we can see an increase in child participation,
whereas earlier, I tended to dominate the discussion by supporting the children's
learning by modelling and questioning. Although these examples represent only a
small sample of interactions which occurred throughout the year, the video-tapes
show evidence that this was a regular feature of the ESL class. The Table 6.2
shows a tally of all the teacher/student interactions which occurred during one 50
minute ESL class which clearly demonstrates that most of the time was used for
scaffolding students' learning.
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Table 5.2

Types of Interaction Use in the ESL Classroom

Types of Classroom Interaction

No. of Interactions in One
50 min ESL Lesson

Non-scaffolding Techniques
Classroom organisation

30

Behaviour Management

15

Feedback, praise

41

Joking

5

Personal information

9

Making explicit the nature
of Western culture schooling
Total

17
117

Scaffolding Techniques
Modelling

34

Negotiating

30

Instructing (eg, point to the word,
write a story)

10

Questioning

84

Cognitive structuring/relating
information

41

Encouraging participation

3
10

Answering children's questions
Responding to children's
comments
Total scaffolding

20
232

Chapter 6
TEACHING STRATEGIES

-

PART 2: INTERPERSONAL

RELATIONSHIPS
6.1

Overview

In devising this language program, I attempted to provide a classroom setting which
would be culturally responsive to Aboriginal children (see footnote 2 page 45). I
included various teaching strategies which I hoped would create a secure,
comfortable and casual atmosphere in the classroom, such as, avoiding 'strong
talk', accepting children's behaviour except when hurtful or disruptive to others,
allowing time for children to respond to instructions and questions and by not
asking too many personal questions. In this section of the paper, I will examine this
aspect of the program and also determine the suitability of these strategies for
teaching non-Aboriginal children. Any other strategies used in the classroom, but
not included as part of the original program, will also be examined.
I feel I have been successful in establishing a secure, comfortable and casual
atmosphere for the children in this ESL group and, throughout the year, the
children reacted very positively to me as their teacher and to being a member of the
ESL class. When I came to get them from their room they would always greet me
with smiling faces and often hugs. Whilst walking to the ESL room some would be
telling me their latest news while the others would be racing ahead to get to the
room first to start free activities. Within a short time after joining the class the
children would confidently approach me with a request or to relate personal
information.
The children would often try to be first to get a position close to me when they were
sitting on the floor or around the table. Sometimes the girls would kneel up and rest
on my lap during big book reading and on a few occasions Angela (Aboriginal) sat
on my knee while doing a puzzle or listening to someone else read. The children
would often tell me they liked coming to my room and on one occasion Henna
explained 'I like coming here because it feels nice and comfortable'.
In investigating how these interpersonal relationships were established, we need to
broaden our analysis to view them as part of the micro-culture of the classroom.
Erickson (1986) believes a micro-culture is established in every classroom which
incorporates understandings and meanings determined by the status given to the
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members of the classroom community. Each status has an associated role
accompanied by particular rights and obligations. The roles of the participants rests
largely on the establishment of particular kinds of interrelationships and interactive
behaviours between the teacher and the students. In a classroom the teacher has an
elevated position of power compared to the students but it is how this power is
negotiated by the teacher and students that will determine the nature of the
interpersonal relationships in a classroom.
To examine the interpersonal relationships within this ESL classroom I have
divided the analysis into three main categories; rules and discipline, student
autonomy, interactional rights of teacher and students. However, before examining
the social organisational structure of the class it is important to look at the physical
arrangement of the classroom as this can reflect the way status is determined and
maintained in the classroom.
Diagram 6.1

Plan of the ESL Classroom
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Diagram 6.1 shows a plan of the ESL classroom. A group of three desks were
joined together to make one big table in the centre of the room. This enabled all the
children and myself to work together on various tasks. Because we were altogether,
it was easy for me to model for the group as well as assist individual children when
they needed help. These tables were also used by children who chose to do drawing
or story writing during free activities. This alTangement allowed for children to
converse with each other and because it was centrally located, I was never too far
away if children required my assistance.

There was plenty of floor space available for children to set up activities without
getting in each others way. This area was also used for big book reading and for
phonics lessons. A large range of equipment, materials and games were stored on
shelves around the room and were easily accessible to the children. There were
many charts and posters on the walls of the room. These included alphabet and
phonics charts and posters depicting multicultural scenes.
6.2

Rules and Discipline

It was one of my objectives with this class to have as few rules as possible so the
children would feel free to participate in the activities in a way that made them feel
most comfortable. However, at the stail of the year many of the children, especially
those in Year 1, came to the ESL class with certain expectations of what was correct
classroom behaviour. Presumably, they had learnt this behaviour in their own
classrooms. For example, when the children entered the ESL room in the first few
weeks they would sit on the floor in front of the teacher's chair waiting for my
instructions. They gradually came to realise this was not necessary and that I
expected them to begin free activities as soon as they arrived. Also, many children
would put their hand up to answer questions during discussions although I did not
require this. This behaviour continued through the year but the children were quick
to realise they could answer questions or make comments without putting their
hands up first.
I did establish some rules and these were mainly to do with procedural matters. For
example, the children had to pack-up an activity before they could move on to
something else and packing-up had to be done thoroughly. Because the ESL room
was part an open plan school, I had to explain the boundaries of our space so the
children did not move Out into the library area. At the end of each teaching session
we would begin a new session and children were expected to move to the
appropriate area. The children quickly learnt this routine and would move on to the
next session with few instructions.
One of my proposed strategies with the program was to accept the children's
behaviour except when hurtful or distracting to others. I did not insist on what
would be considered typical classroom behaviour. For example, children were
allowed to move around on the floor during big book reading and discussion times
and in fact were encouraged to do so if they could not see the book clearly. From
the video tapes it is quite noticeable that many children changed position or moved
to another place very often during these times. Malin (1989) found this 'wandering

behaviour' to be common to children of this age but unlike the teacher in Maim's
study I did not consider this to be a misdemeanour requiring some form of
discipline. Towards the end of the year, the children were less inclined to move
around and seemed to be able to concentrate on the task for longer periods.
Generally, there were very few discipline problems in the class. I tried to encourage
a cooperative atmosphere in the classroom with an emphasis on being courteous
and considerate to each other. The children appeared to be happy and enthusiastic to
participate in the various activities and for most sessions there was very little reason
for any form of discipline.
At the beginning of the year, and at various time during the year, I occasionally
needed to reprimand some children mainly for not following my procedural
instructions or if children were making too much noise which might distract
children in a nearby class. For this thesis, I have classified reprimands as
behaviours which function to direct a student to desist present behaviour. The
following are examples of the types of reprimands given:
Often children were slow to pack up. I would direct a reprimand to those children.
T:

That means you too, Kevin and Greg

Or repeat my instructions with a slight change in intonation to make it a reprimand:
T:

Angela and Sharon, could you please stop now and come to the floor.
At school, teachers will get very cross with you if you don't pack-up
straight away.

Greg is making a lot of noise looking through the Lego box.
T:

Greg, what did I say to do when you play Lego?

I then proceeded to give instructions on how to play correctly.
Andrew and Kevin were throwing Lego into the box.
T:

I'm not very pleased with you. That's not really packing up sensibly.
Don't do it like that. Just put it straight into the box.

I have given instructions to pack-up books and sit on the floor. Angela and Sharon
continue to sort out the books into the correct boxes. I reprimand them using a nonthreatening voice.

NO

T:

Angela and Sharon come to the floor now. It's nice to see girls doing
jobs for teachers but the most important thing is sitting and listening.

Sharon has been fiddling with another girl's hair when the class is sitting on the
floor. I accept this behaviour as it is quite possible she is still listening, but when
she starts talking to the other girl I decide to reprimand.
T:

Sharon, remember I said before that this (holding up phonics card) is
very important and you must listen to the teacher.

Quite often reprimands were followed by an explanation of what is acceptable
behaviour at school or a reminder of the correct procedure.
The video tapes reveal only one instance where I am called on to settle a dispute
between two children.
(9.2.93

-

Sharon: Aboriginal; Javed: Pakistani)

(The children are moving to sit on the floor in front of my chair.)
J:

Mrs Trouw, Sharon kicked me.
Was it an accident?
Yes, she just went like that. (Hand movement to demonstrate.)

T:

Accidentally?

J:

On purpose.

T:

I don't think Sharon would do a thing like that, would you? (Looking
at Sharon.)

Sh:

Shakes her head.
She did.

T:

I didn't see it so I don't know. I hope Sharon didn't do that.

I would normally try not to over-react to a situation like this one. I would not take
sides and blame a child unless I was certain of the circumstances and in this case the
two children involved seemed happy with my final decision.
I often used positive sanctioning, including praise, encouragement and rewards to
reinforce desired behaviour. This mainly occurred when working with individual
children, such as during the oral reading sessions when I praised their reading with
comments, such as 'Very good', 'Excellent reading', 'Well done'. I also used this

technique when working with the whole class as the following examples
demonstrate.
(9.2.93)

Teacher and children are reading a big book together.
T:

Right, our story is called Cat and Mouse: Who's on the cover?

Childmn: Mouse
T:

...

and a cat.

Where's the cat?

A child points to the book.
T:

Well that's good looking because I didn't even see him.

(1.6.93)

Teacher has just mentioned they have a new sound today.
T:

You people are learning sounds so quickly we can nearly have a new
sound every week now I think.

Sharon:

Wow.

Nikki:

Wow.

T:

Because you're remembering them all the time and not forgetting now.
That's good. (T. looks through phonics cards) Oh, here we are. So
we'll try to do one new sound each week until we know all our
sounds.

I occasionally gave out stickers or pencils, especially in the first half of the year, to
encourage certain behaviours. I tended to give rewards for academic improvement,
such as when a child showed signs of oral reading development or recognised a
word during big book reading rather than for 'being good'.
The findings presented here showing the positive and negative sanctionings used in
the ESL class are consistent with those of Jones (1993) who studied this same
class. Jones analysed the controlling strategies used during one ESL lesson which
show that students were rarely disciplined in a negative way. Only 13% of the total
interactions were to modify students behaviour and these were done in a joking
non-threatening way. 84% of the interactions provided some form of
encouragement for the students, such as positive feedback, helping and
encouraging independent learning.
In order to avoid using my voice as the main form of attracting children's attention,
I would tap the ruler on the easel during big book reading which was a sign that
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children must look at the book. In a similar way, I would tap my pencil on the desk
when doing printed sheets as a sign that I was about to model the writing of a letter.
Children responded very well to this, whereas they were sometimes likely to ignore
verbal instructions.
I sometimes used humour in the classroom to create a rapport with children,
especially with those who were very shy and reluctant to speak English. Using
humour in the classroom can be an effective means of developing positive
relationships between teachers and students. As Perrott (1988:45) points out:
'Humour can be used in such a way in the classroom discourse that it assists in the
creation of a convivial, cohesive and cooperative atmosphere'.
Hudspith (1994:21) found that in classrooms where humour was used in an
amicable way, teachers and students moved and spoke easily with each other and
demonstrated a greater equity between adult and child than was evident in other
classrooms she studies.
The types of humour used included such things as calling the children funny
names. Often when they were lining-up to go back to their room I would call them
to attention with something like:
T:

Come on now little kidlets let's walk back quietly. If you can't quieten
down I might have to call you little piglets.

I would makes jokes about children's work so as to encourage their oral language.
(22.11.93

-

Denise: Transition, Greek; Emma: Transition, Chinese)

(Denise and Emma are drawing on the chalkboard during free activities. The teacher
goes over to talk with them.)
T:

What have you girls been up to today?

Denise and Emma stand back to show T. their drawing.
T:

Oh. That looks very nice. What's it about?

Denise and Emma smile but do not answer.
T:

Well, I suppose this character here is Emma? (Pointing to picture.)

Emma:

(Laughing.) That's not me. That's a lady.

T:

Well this one must be Denise.

Denise

(Laughing.) No. That's a man under the apple tree.

T:

Oh, yes. I can see all those lovely apples.

The children often used humour with mc or the whole class. Occasionally we
would all sit and laugh at some funny incident someone had related. This might
typically have occurred during free activities when children would relate stories
about home or during a group discussion as the following example shows:
(23.11.93

-

Angela: Transition, Aboriginal; Sharon: Yr 1,

Aboriginal; Greg: Transition, Chinese; Kevin: Yr 1, Anglo; Les:
Yr 1, Philippino)
(During a phonics lesson the children are looking at the letter 'n' picture on the
alphabet chart. The picture shows a child carlying a net and a jar.)
T:

What's the girl or boy going to use that net for?

Sharon:

Catching fish.

Angela:

(Laughing.) Catching a crocodile.

(Children and T. laugh.)
T:

Catching a crocodile in that little net?

Greg:

No way. I don't want to catch a crocodile in that net.

Les:

Be too faL

Angela:

Fish. Fish and prawns

Kevin:

Cockroaches.

(Children laugh.)
Children:

Yuk, urrr, no.

Sharon:

Yer, cock-er-roaches.

Greg:

No way.

Angela:

No, no, and crabs

Greg:

Ooo, they would just cut it.

...

big crabs. (Laughing.)

In this example, a lot of oral language is produced as a result of Angela's humorous
comment about crocodiles. Other children, such as Kevin and Sharon, join in by
adding to the joke which is enjoyed by the whole class. It is obvious here that the
children are veiy much involved in the lesson and feel free to express their ideas.
6.3

Student Autonomy

The overall control exerted by a teacher on the students can be related to the
autonomy students are accorded in the classroom. The amount of autonomy will be
evidenced by the degree to which the students are able to be self-regulating and by
the extent to which the teacher desists from attempting to control or restrain them.
As previously mentioned, I tried to have as few rules and regulations as possible in
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the ESL class and those that did exist were mainly concerned with classroom
procedure. The children were given many opportunities to make their own
decisions which created a high degree of student autonomy in the class.
I established the daily routine for the class and made decisions on the expected
learning outcomes of each lesson but, within this framework, there was plenty of
opportunity for the children to have some input into the content and organisation.
For example, children would make suggestions as to which big book we should
read and, provided I thought their choice was suitable, I would accept their
suggestion. If I disagreed with their ideas I would explain why, for example,
because I had planned to introduce a new book or because the book they had
chosen was too difficult for them at this stage. There were certain times when the
children were given freedom of choice, such as during oral reading and free
activities. However, I maintained some control over these choices by selecting the
books and activities which were available to them.
When discussing the physical layout of the ESL classroom it was mentioned that all
materials and equipment were available and easily accessible to the students. The
only restriction to use of classroom resources was that children had to ask if they
wanted something from my desk and in most cases I would agree to their request.
The following shows an example of student autonomy in the class.
(8.2.93

-

Angela: Transition, Aboriginal)

(Some girls have been drawing and writing at the tables. Angela has finished her
drawing and takes it over to show the teacher who is standing nearby.)
T:

Hello Angie What are you up to?

(Angela shows T. her drawing.)
T:

Have you finished your drawing? That's a lot of story writing.

Angela:

Can I make a purse for this? (Looking at drawing.)

T:

A purse?

Angela:

Yer.

T:

How would you do that? Out of cardboard?

Angela:

Yer.

T:

Yes, that's airight.

(Angela moves to a spare table and folds her drawing then goes back to T.)
Angela:

Grab a stapler?

T:

Get the stapler? Yes, its on my table.
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(Angela goes to the teacher's table and takes the stapler back to her drawing. The
teacher goes over to her and discusses with Angela what she is doing and suggests
that she is, in fact, making an envelop rather than a purse. Angela nods her head
and smiles and says it is for a letter. T. moves away to talk with other children then
comes back to Angela.)
T:

What are you going to do with that now?

Angela:

We could put it up there. (Pointing to T.'s noticeboard where
timetables, programs etc are displayed.)

T:

Okay, you leave it on my desk and I'll pin it up for you later. It's
packing-up time now.

Here we see that Angela is encouraged to follow her own ideas during free activities
and I allow her to go ahead on her own, supporting her requests without interfering
with the task. It was fortunate, in this case, that I did not take control of the activity
as I had misunderstood what it was Angela really wanted to do, ie make an
envelope and not a purse. Even my suggestion to use cardboard may have caused a
problem but she sensibly ignored my idea. Angela shows a certain degree of
confidence in her approach to me by her requests to use my stapler and to have her
work pinned up next to mine.
This example comes from a lesson at the beginning of the year. Not all the children
in the class were as innovative as Angela at this early stage but, as the year
progressed, they all began to join in with class decision-making and became
confident to make suggestions for activities.
6.4

Interactional Rights of the Teacher and the Students

Research has shown that in classrooms it is usual for teachers to be responsible for
at least 60% of talk (Perrott, 1988:16, Young, 1984:220-238). This tends to
guarantee a centre-stage position for the teacher and occurs as a result of the
common pattern of turn taking which goes in a series of trifold sets as follows,

Teacher asks a question

Initiation

(I)

Pupil responds

Response

(R)

The teacher clarifies expands or
evaluates the pupils answer

Evaluation

(E)

This pattern of classroom interaction has been the subject of much research (Perrott,
1988:16, Malcolm, 1982: 178, Maclean, 1986:29) and will be referred to in this
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paper as IRE. This pattern of interaction is evident in the Teacher/student
interactions in the ESL class being studied as the following example shows:
(8.2.93

-

Greg: Transition, Chinese)

(During big book reading the teacher asks a question about the story.)
T:

Why can't he sleep, Greg?

I

G:

Too much noise.

R

T:

Yes.

E

Who's making all the noise?

I

G:

Dog.

R

T:

(Pointing to picture.) Yes, and all these animals here.

E

Although by far the most common pattern of interaction in a typical classroom, IRE
is asymmetrical and does not allow for students to initiate or participate freely in
discussions. Maclean (1986:29) comments that 'it does not allow the student to
practice the skills of enquiry and verbal description, and it may inhibit initiative and
development'.
The pattern of IRE did not provide a suitable framework for this ESL class which
was following a communicative approach where students were encouraged to use
language in real life situations rather than use exercises and drills. The technique of
scaffolding is not well-suited to IRE either as it ensures the teacher maintains
control over the learning rather than gradually handing over the responsibility to the
student.
I have restricted the use of IRE in the ESL lessons to allow the children greater
rights of interaction. Children did not have to wait for the teacher's permission to
initiate a response, such as putting their hand up, and so were free to make
comments when they wanted. Children's comments would often initiate further
discussion for the class rather than the teacher always determining the topic of
conversation as the following example shows:
(9.2.93

-

Jim: Yr 1, Anglo; Henna: Yr 1, Pakistani; Javed: Yr 1,

Pakistani)
(Teacher and children are discussing things that start with the letter 'r'. The teacher
has some pictures of 'r' words.)
Javed:

Have you got 'rocket'?
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T:

No. I haven't got 'rocket'. I was thinking of getting 'rocket'.

Jim:

Rabbit. Rabbits aren't Australian animals, you know. They were
brought here.

T:

Yes, they were too.

Henna:

Where did they come from?

T:

England. I think.

In this example, I encourage Javed's suggestion about getting a 'rocket' picture and
Jim's comments about rabbits provokes questioning from Henna. On other
occasions student's rights of interaction were encouraged by allowing the children
to address each other during discussion rather than having to go through the teacher
as demonstrated in the following:
(22.9.93

Emma: Transition, Chinese; Kevin: Yr 1, Anglo; Angela:

Transition, Aboriginal; Greg: Transition, Chinese)
(The class is reading a big book of the Little Red Hen and the teacher is questioning
children to ensure they know the meaning of 'flour', 'wheat', etc.)
T:

(Looking at Emma.) Does Mummy use flour at your house?

Emma:

Not very often.

(T. is not convinced that Emma does know what flour is so questions further.)
T:

Not very often. Does she make cakes?
Emma shakes her head.

T:

Does she make urn

Kevin:

(Looking over to Emma.) Does she make bread?

...

pancakes?

Emma looks at Kevin and shakes her head.
T:

Normally we just buy our bread, don't we?

Angela:

(Kneels up and looks over at Emma.) Does she make cup cakes?

Greg:

(To Angela.) My Mum makes anything.

In this example, we see how Kevin and Angela take over what would normally be
the teacher's role as questioner and both Emma and Greg answer them directly
rather than via the teacher.
The type of questions a teacher asks can determine just how much the students can
participate in classroom discourse. PelTott (1988) believes that:
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A high percentage of the questions teacher's ask pupils are pseudoquestions in
that they are asking not for information in the genuine sense but are checking
whether or not the pupil has grasped information, comprehended reading
matter or can recall or remember some skill or knowledge experienced in the
past.
(1988: 82)
She agrees there is a place for such questioning, but once they predominate, pupil
thinking is poorly stimulated. According to Young (1984:122-3) teachers ask 90%
of the questions, of which 80% are to recall facts. An analysis of the types of
questions used in this ESL class is shown in Table 6.3. The teacher's questions
have been divided into two groups, display and referential, as defined by Allwright
and Bailey (1991:140). Display questions are used for the purpose of getting
students to display their knowledge where typically the teacher already knows the
answer. Referential questions (or genuine-information questions) are those where
actual information is sought by the teacher.
Questions used for procedural purposes have not been included, for example, 'Who
am I waiting for?' or 'Have you got your sheet ready?' Three lessons have been
used in the analysis which were video-taped throughout the year. The whole of the
lessons were used, except for the oral reading sessions because these were difficult
to transcribe as I tended to speak quietly when addressing individual students.
We can see from Table 6.1 that display and referential questions are used with
almost equal frequency across the whole year with the referential type being slightly
higher towards the end. This is certainly not consistent with Young's (1984)
findings of 90% display type questions typically being used in a classroom and
would indicate that the questioning strategies being used here are not the same as
those used in many classrooms. These results are somewhat significant for an ESL
classroom using a communicative approach as referential questions are used
extensively outside the classroom and, thus, promote a more natural dialogue
between the teacher and students. Also, it seems evident (Devine, 1994:36) that the
use of referential questions does, in fact, promote longer oral responses from
students.
Table 6.1 also indicates that the number of overall questions the teacher asked were
higher at the start of the year. One reason for this is that at the start of the year I
used questioning to encourage the children to join in discussions. Later in the year
this was not always necessary as the children became more confident to freely
express themselves. Another reason was that at the beginning of the year I used
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questions as a means of instructing the children. For example, when doing printed
sheets, I would ask 'Can you see anything on this page that starts with 'r'?'
Eventually the children knew what was expected and would call out the answer
without being asked.
Table 6.1

Types of Questions Used by the Teacher in the ESL
Class*

Type of
Question

Feb. '93

June '93

Nov. '93

Display

39 (5 1%)

20 (50%)

27 (46%)

Referential

38 (49%)

20 (50%)

32 (54%)

Total

77

40

59

*Counted across the first 35 minutes of three ESL lessons as described in Chapter 5.

Chapter 7
TEACHING STRATEGIES

-

PART 3: ADOPTING THE SUB-

CULTURE OF WESTERN SCHOOLING
7.1

Overview

One of the main objectives of this ESL program was to provide a learning
environment where children a from non-Western cultural background would have
the opportunity to adopt the formal learning strategies essential for school learning.
This objective was originally devised to cater for the needs of the Aboriginal
students at the school but I now feel it is an important consideration for any child
whose family background might be different from the 'mainstream' culture, and
sometimes important for some members of that group too. Children from any
Australian families who may not fully understand the conventions of how learning
at school occurs and their role in that process would benefit from these teaching
strategies. They would need to learn to use two-way verbal interaction, learn
'mainstream' classroom behaviour, learn in decontextualised settings and take
responsibility for their own learning. (While it could be argued that not all
classroom conventions are rational, fair or productive, it is believed that a pragmatic
approach is justifiable in this context.)
There is some concern that in teaching Western culture to minority groups, such as
Aborigines, we are in fact undermining their culture. Harris (1990:142) proposes
that if 'Western skills are taught as roles which can be adopted and not as ends in
themselves' then this problem can be alleviated. He believes that teaching the Subculture of Western schooling should involve what could be called a giant role play
of that domain in which Aboriginal students need to become skilled players.
When I originally devised this ESL program, I had decided to set aside a part of
each phonics lesson where I would teach the Sub-culture of Western schooling
using formal strategies, and to make explicit to the children the behaviour I expected
of them. This formal lesson was to be treated like a role play where the children
were encouraged to act as they would in their own classroom, such as putting
hands up to answer, sitting still and taking turns.
This plan was only partly successful for a number of reasons. Firstly, as the
children became used to participating in lessons in an informal manner they found it
difficult to revert to putting hands up and taking turns and would only continue with
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using formal strategies for a short while. Secondly, I was not prepared to force the
children to use formal strategies for longer periods as I believed the use of informal
strategies to be a superior approach to teaching and my main concern was that the
children develop academically.
However, I did not abandon the objective of adopting Western culture skills and,
from the video tapes, it is quite obvious that this concern is addressed in a variety of
ways throughout each lesson. The remainder of this chapter will look at strategies
used and it will become clear that findings of this chapter are closely interrelated
with those of the previous two chapters about Scaffolding and Interpersonal
Relationships.
7.2

Teaching Appropriate Classroom Behaviour

Children who are new to the school system are faced with situations which may be
quite different to those they have experienced in their own homes. There are many
rules and regulations in the classroom which restrict children's movement, speech
and general behaviour and quite often non-compliance with these rules and
regulations can result in negative sanctioning for the offending child. From the class
teacher interviews already discussed in the previous chapter it is apparent that many
of the children in the ESL class were displaying inappropriate classroom behaviour
at the start of the year. For example, many could not sit still and concentrate and did
not join in class discussions.
In the ESL class I allowed children considerable freedom with very few restrictions
compared to what was expected of them in their own classrooms. I feel this
freedom was a positive aspect of the program but, on the other hand, I needed to
make the children aware that this was not typical of school and that they would be
expected to act differently in their own classroom. I approached this problem in a
number of ways.
At times during the course of a lesson I would point out to children when they were
displaying inappropriate behaviour and often explain why their class teacher would
find it unacceptable. The following examples show the types of comments I would
make to the children:
T:

Sharon, when the teacher is talking like this you're not supposed to talk
to your friend. You just have to keep listening.

T:

It's nice to see girls doing jobs for the teacher but the most important
thing is sitting and listening.
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T:

Angela, try not to be too slow when you pack up.

T:

Denise, if you're talking you won't learn what to do.

I did not raise my voice or show signs of annoyance when I made these comments
but used the same tone of voice I would have used to explain any other aspect of the
lesson. I tended to refer to myself in the third person, such as, 'the teacher' to
demonstrate that this behaviour was universally unacceptable to teachers.
At times longer discussions evolved where children were encouraged to think about
their behaviour as the following example demonstrates:
(8.2.93 Nikki: Greek, Yr 1. Javed: Pakistani, Yr 1. Kevin: Anglo,
Yr 1)
(Class is about to begin reading a big book and T. is trying to encourage 'correct'
classroom behaviour.)
T:

Right, fold legs, sit nicely. When you're at school you have to learn to
sit nicely and listen very, very carefully. Does anyone know why?
Why do we have to listen carefully at school?

Nikki:

So you can be good.

T:

No, that's not really the reason why. Javed?
So you can listen and know what to do.

T:

Well that's one reason, so then you know the next thing to do. But
what's another reason why you have to listen?
So you can do your work.

T:

Yer, that's like what Javed said. Nikki?

N:

So you can know on the big school.

T:

Right. And another reason too, is that you can learn things. If you
listen to what the teacher says it goes into your head (pointing to her
head) and it stays there and then you know it the next time. What we're
going to learn now is this sound

As was my original plan I did occasionally encourage children to role play the types
of behaviour expected of them in their own classroom. I would start with
instructions like:
T:

Now let's sit nicely, just like your teachers like you to sit.

33
T:

Let me see how you sit up nicely for Miss

...

and Mrs
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Quite often we would discuss what their teachers expected of them and by the end
of the year the children seemed to have a reasonable idea of acceptable classroom
behaviour as the following examples indicate:
(23.11.93

-

Kevin: Anglo, Yr 1; Andrew: New Guinea,i, Transition;

Greg: Chinese, Transition)
(Class is about to begin a phonics lesson.)
T:

I'd like you to sit on the floor now Les and sit up just like your teachers
like you to.

(Children sit with legs folded and backs straight.)
T:

And when you're in your classroom, where's the best place to sit for
learning?

Childnn: On the floor. No, up the front. Up the front.
T:

Are you practising that when you get back to your classroom, Kevin.

Kevin:

Yes

T:

Sometimes you think about sitting up the front? What about you
Andrew?

Andrew:

(No answer.)

Greg:

I do.

T:

Andrew, sit up near the front now so you get used to it. (Andrew
moves to the front.)

(23.11.93

-

Sharon: Aboriginal, Yr 1; Greg: Chinese, Transition;

Les: Philippino, Yr 1)
(During a phonics lesson.)
T:

Fold legs now. Don't play with shoes. Teachers can get quite annoyed
if you play with your shoes. When you're in your classroom
your teacher likes you to sit nicely and listen because that's how you
learn at school.

Greg:

And not touching each other.

Sharon:

And not playing.

T:

Not touching shoes, not fiddling, not rolling, not talking to the person
next to you.

Greg:

And not talking.

Sharon:

And not sleeping. (Pretending to sleep, children laugh.)

Les:

And not talking when the teacher's talking.

T:

You show me all those things now.
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The class teacher's interviews indicate that they noticed changes in the children's
classroom behaviour before any improvement in their academic progress. In the
case of Angela (Aboriginal, Transition) the teacher could see a notable change after
only two or three weeks. This is consistent with comments made by class teachers
since this program commenced in 1988 (Trouw, 1994) and would tend to indicate
that these minority group children are quick to adopt appropriate classroom
behaviour if it is made explicit to them. As a result of these changes, one would
expect that the classroom teachers would view these children in a more positive way
and the children would incur fewer negative reprimands.
7.3

Teaching Appropriate Learning Behaviour

I have also assisted the children to adopt appropriate learning behaviours in a
similar way to learning classroom behaviour. This proved to be more difficult as it
is not easy to demonstrate to children the mental processes required for learning at
school. Once again, I used the technique of making explicit to the children exactly
what I expected of them in a non-threatening manner as the following example
demonstrates.
(1.6.93

-

Sharon: Aboriginal, Yr 1)

(The class is reading a big book and Sharon is consistently misreading 'I'm' for
'I am'. Because she is reading in a loud voice she is causing other children to make
incorrect word/sound matching so I cannot just ignore her mistake.)
T:

Sharon, you've made that mistake every time now. You've got to think
'I made that mistake last time. I'm not going to make the same
mistake this time' (Using a business-like voice.)
-

Sharon:

Nods her head.

T:

Now, what is it that you're doing wrong?

Sharon:

Saying it wrong.

T:

What is it that you're saying wrong?

Sharon:

I'm (Smiling.)

T:

Okay, I'm.

Here I have verbalised a suitable thought pattern as a model for Sharon (and for the
other children in the group) as my previous strategy of merely pointing out her
mistake had not been successful. Sharon seems happy to accept this criticism of
her reading. Christie (1984) believes that Aboriginal children must learn to accept
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the teacher's feedback positively if they are to achieve in Western culture schooling
and I think this example indicates that Sharon is learning to do that.
Quite often, I would encourage the children to verbalise their own thought patterns
as models for other children. This would commonly occur during big book reading
when a child identified a word correctly. I would ask the child to explain how they
knew that word and they would verbalise their strategy, for example, 'It starts with
d', or 'I can remember that word from another story'.
Other instances of making thinking processes explicit occurred throughout the
lessons whenever relevant. For example:
(31.5.93

Angela: Aboriginal, Transition)

-

Angela puts her hand up to answer a question.
Angela:

Ah

T:

No, you don't say 'I forgot'. You have to think about your answer first
before you put you hand up.

...

I forgot.

I have found this practice of putting a up then saying 'I forgot' to be very common
among Aboriginal children. I do not believe they have forgotten that answer but are
merely trying to join in the classroom ritual of 'putting hands up' without really
understanding the mental processes that accompany it. This may be explained by
Harris (1990: 145) who comments that 'Aboriginal children see learning as a ritual,
where mere presence in school over time gains the learner a new status as a
schooled person'. I suspect Angela and other Aboriginal children believe they are
being successful at school if they simply perform the physical rituals.
One disadvantage of not insisting that children take turns to answer the teacher's
questions is that some children will simply copy the answers given by another
child. Towards the end of the year, when I felt the children were capable, I
encouraged children to think for themselves, such as in the next example:
(22.11.93

-

Denise: Greek, Transition; Sharon: Aboriginal, Yr 1)

(Class is discussing a big book.)
T:

Denise, what would happen in the end if you helped (the little Red
Hen)?

(Children call out the answers.)
Denise:

You can eat it.
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T:

But I think you just gave me someone else's answer. You should think
for yourself first. I think you knew the answer in your head, didn't you
Denise.

Denise:

Nods her head.

T:

(To whole class.) When the teacher asks you something you must tell
her what you're thinking in your head. It doesn't matter if you get it
wrong. Teacher won't get angry if you get it wrong.

Sharon:

She'll just ask someone else.

T:

I would just ask someone else.

From Sharon's comment here, it seems that she has come to understand a common
pattern of classroom interaction. There were other examples where children
demonstrated their knowledge of classroom learning strategies. This was evident
when children would sometimes join in with me as I was giving instructions, such
as, 'When we write the letter 'v', we start at the top then we go down

...

'.On such

occasions, children could be quite introspective:
(1.6.93 Sharon: Aboriginal, Yr 1; Kevin: Anglo, Yr 1)
(T. and children are sitting around tables completing a phonics sheet. Some of the
children are saying the sound out loud.)
Sharon:

I'm just saying it in my mind.

T:

That's a good idea to say it in your mind.

(A few seconds later, as if he is practising.)
Kevin:

I can say it in my mind too! (smiling)

In this example, Sharon is consciously aware that she is using 'inner speech'
(Vygotsky, 1986). Kevin adopts Sharon's behaviour and is quite excited to
discover that he too has this ability.
7.4

Children Becoming Independent Learners

Christie (1984) proposes that if Aboriginal children are to develop academically
purposeful learning strategies, they must believe that they have individual control
over the learning task in the sense that they are responsible for their own learning
and believe they can do it. It was my intention in the ESL program to encourage all
the children to take control of their learning rather than being a passive member of
the group. Many of the strategies I used to achieve this objective have already been
mentioned in the previous section on interpersonal relationships. These included
allowing children many opportunities to help in the organisation of the lessons and
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to be innovative with their choice of activities. I tried not to dominate classroom
interaction so as to allow the children time to express their own ideas and to learn to
approach me for assistance when they needed it.
An important aspect of each ESL lesson was to ensure that the children were
involved in decision-making for the group as a whole and for their own learning.
For example, the children were expected to choose their own books to read. They
were encouraged to read to themselves to develop the practice of reading for selfenjoyment and not just to please the teacher. They learnt to choose books
appropriate to their ability and to see the teacher as a means of improving their
reading development, as the following example demonstrates:
(13.11.93

-

Les: Philippiizo, Yr 1)

(Les has finished reading to T. It is a book with which he is very familiar.)
T:

Next time you come up to read to me, choose a book that is a little bit
more difficult. Then I can help you with it, then you will have some
new books to read.

Throughout each lesson I would take any opportunity to put the onus of decisionmaking back on to the children as shown by the following comments:
T:

I'm hoping these girls will write me a story. (Rather than giving them a
direct instruction.)

T:

You should move to another place on the floor if you can't see the
book. Those who are reading the best are the ones who are looking at
the words.

T:

How many children do we have here today?
need to put out?

...

How many cars do we

(Greg finds a felt tipped pen in the reading box and shows it to me,)
T:

7. 5

Where do you think that should go?

Teacher Expectations

In Christie's earlier comment about academically purposeful behaviour, he
mentioned the need for Aboriginal students to believe they are capable of their own
learning. The development of this type of self-confidence was an important aim of
this ESL program and was encouraged throughout the year. Once again, this was
achieved by handing over responsibility to the children. I always carefully
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monitored this to ensure that the children were not overreaching their capabilities
which would eventually result in failing at the task. For example, I only allowed the
children to 'be the teacher' when reading big books with which they were familiar.
When doing printed sheets, the children were expected to complete them correctly
and by me sitting with them and modelling the work first, all the children could be
successful.
In allowing the children to be responsible for their own learning I was
demonstrating my confidence in their ability. I believed they were capable students
and treated them as such. From the first day they were expected to read books and
with my assistance, through the technique of scaffolding, they were successful. I
allowed them to choose their own books and to decide when to read to me rather
that making those decisions for them.
At times I was quite explicit about my confidence in their ability to achieve at school
as the following example shows:
(13.11.93

-

Angela: Aboriginal, Transition; Sharon: Aboriginal,

Yr 1)
(The class has just finished reading a big book and Angela has brought over the
phonics cards to T. without being asked.)
T:

Thank you Angie You're a good little assistant, aren't you?

Angela:

(Smiles.)

T:

Are you going to be a teacher when you grow up?

Angela:

(Smiles and shrugs her shoulders.)

T:

You might be. You can be a teacher. It's nice to be a teacher.

Sharon:

I might be a teacher.

It was evident in their interviews (Chapter 4) that the classroom teachers tended to
have very low expectations of these ESL children. It would seem evident then, that
developing self-confidence and having high expectations of the children's ability
was an essential part of this ESL program in order to counteract the class teacher's
negative influences.

Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1

Conclusions

The conclusions for this study are presented in light of the findings analysed in
Chapters 4 to 7 and as they relate to the research questions presented in Chapter 3.
The research questions were as follows:
Question 1:
How valuable is the language program for teaching urban Aboriginal
students?
Question 2:
To what extent is a program designed for urban Aboriginal students also of
value to non-Aboriginal students?
Sub-componeizts of Questions 1 and 2:
How does the program effect the learning outcomes of the students?
How does the program effect other aspects of the child's schooling, eg,
attitudes, relationships with peers and teachers, behaviour and motivation.
The results presented in the first part of Chapter 4 have provided quantitative
evidence of literacy development for the ESL class and show a comparison between
their progress and that of the rest of the class.
At the beginning of the year all the children in the ESL class were considered by
their class teachers to be below an acceptable class standard. By the end of the year,
the Year 1 students still tended to be positioned in the bottom half of the class but
did not stand out as being well below the rest of the class. In fact, on some tests
ESL students scored higher than children in the 'mainstream' class. When looking
at their reading age scores, only one of the ESL students is at a level below their
chronological age.
Unlike the Year 1 results, the Transition ESL students do not cluster around the
bottom of the class. Two students are ranked in the top third and the other three are
in the middle third. One child has a reading age approximately five months below
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her chronological age but all the others have reading ages equal to or above their
chronological age. The results of the Letter Identification and Print Location Tests
tend to indicate that all the Transition children have made a very positive start to
their literacy development.
The second part of Chapter 4 focused on the changes in the behaviour and attitude
of the ESL children. Evidence was obtained from the video tapes, field notes and
from the interviews with the class teachers. Case studies were presented for three
ESL students. It was noted that similar patterns of development were evident for all
the children in the study so the findings from this section were, to some extent,
generalisable to the whole group. The findings can be summarised as follows:
All children started off being below an acceptable class standard academically
and their teachers considered they had many social and behavioural problems
in the classroom.
From the start of the year, the children presented very few social and
behavioural problems in the ESL class and most of these problems eventually
diminished in the classroom as well. For some children these changes took
place only a few weeks after the commencement of the ESL program.
The children's academic progress was not as quick to improve but there was a
gradual development throughout the year for all the children in Transition.
The Year 1 children also showed a steady improvement until about September
when their development seemed to accelerate quite noticeably.
In Chapters 6, 7 and 8 we have seen how these improvements in the children's
academic progress and the positive changes in their behaviour have occurred. For
ease of analysis the teaching strategies used were divided into three categories:
Scaffolding, Interpersonal Relationships and The Adoption of the Sub-culture of
Western Schooling. Although presented separately in this paper, in the reality of the
classroom these strategies were very much interdependent.
We saw that for scaffolding to occur a child must be allowed to converse freely
with the teacher to provide the necessary feedback to enable the teacher to assist the
child to reach a higher level of development. To enable this freedom of interaction
to occur the teacher must relinquish her position as the sole classroom manager and
decision maker to allow the children some control over their own learning.
This interrelationship of strategies also occurred where the children were
encouraged to adopt the skills required for success in Western culture schooling.

.
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The technique of modelling, an integral part of scaffolding, was one of the main
strategies used for this objective. To ensure the children adopted these skills
without diminishing their own culture, required the teacher to be tolerant and nonjudgemental in her use of reprimands.
When we compare the findings of this study to other studies of Aboriginal children
in Western classrooms, I believe the children in this ESL class have demonstrated a
more positive picture. Malin (1994), in her study of urban Aboriginal children in an
Adelaide primary school, describes a situation where some Aboriginal children
were disadvantaged by a teacher who miscalculated their abilities. There was
miscommunication between the teacher and these Aboriginal students and they were
severely limited in the quality of teaching resources made available to them in the
classroom.
This situation clearly did not exist in the ESL class studied. The teacher had high
expectations of the students' ability to learn and provided activities where there was
ample opportunity to assist children individually. However, this was not always the
case in the 'mainstream' classroom. From the interviews with the class teachers it
was evident that they still had low expectations of the children despite their
academic improvement. Hopefully, these attitudes will change with time (or when
the children start with a new teacher in the next school year) as the ESL children
prove they are capable and well-behaved students.
In Christie's (1985) research of remote Aboriginal students he describes children
who had become 'ritual readers'. They are often capable decoders and willing
participants in the reading lessons, but they do not read at home and, in the
classroom, will spend much time looking at pictures without reading a word. I do
not believe the children in the ESL class were 'ritual readers'. They also enjoyed
their reading lessons but from the very start they were expected to read to the
teacher, to a friend and to themselves. By the end of the year most children had
developed skills in choosing books appropriate to their level of development and
could sit by themselves and read for a reasonable length of time. The children's
reading development was closely monitored throughout the year using Clay's
(1982) Scale of Print Location and it was clear that the children were developing the
skills needed to become an independent reader.
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8.2

Limitations of this Study
This study presents many positive signs that the approach on which it reports
has been successful in assisting both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal children
with their academic development. Unfortunately, this has been restricted
mainly to the curriculum areas of reading and oral language. Some time was
spent doing writing but this was part of the free activities session and was not
compulsory. Some mathematics, health and social education may have
occurred incidentally during discussion times.
It might be highly benelicial for classroom teachers to adopt strategies similar
to those presented in this study so that the benefits of such a program could
be transferred to all areas of the curriculum. ESL teachers could then assist
classroom teachers in classes to allow for smaller working groups.
Being the researcher of my own ESL program has presented some problems.
I was restricted in the use of the video camera as I was not free to move it
during the lessons to capture the full range of activities. I did however,
manage to place it in a position which focused on the main activities and only
needed to alter its position once or twice each lesson. In some ways doing my
own video-taping was advantageous as the children and I were able to interact
quite naturally without the presence of a third party in the room.
This research presents only one school year and although the results were
very positive it would be unrealistic to presume that these ESL children will
continue to progress in a similar way in future years. A long term research
program would be advisable to see how they eventually cope in the
'mainstream' classroom without the extra assistance from an ESL teacher.
This program was originally designed to benefit the Aboriginal children and
most of the literature review and theoretical framework has centred around
Aboriginal education. However, in reality most Darwin primary schools have
ESL students from a variety of cultural backgrounds and it could be argued
that the cultural background of all these groups should be studied in depth so
as to provide culturally responsive education for them all. However, this is
probably an impossible task considering that at Pandanus Primary School, for
example, there are children from at least twelve different migrant backgrounds
so the possibility of providing a special program for each of them is quite
unrealistic.
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Although this ESL program has developed from an Aboriginal perspective, it has
been shown in this study to be effective for all the ESL students. This would
indicate the plausibility of developing programs which are inclusive of the needs of
all ESL students.
8.3

Recommendations
As already mentioned, this program might be more beneficial if the strategies
were adopted by classroom teachers so the benefits would be spread to all
subject areas. The ESL teacher could work in classrooms to support the
classroom teacher in developing suitable teaching strategies and to enable the
children to work in small groups.
If teachers are to use the teaching strategies described in this program they
must become aware of the theoretical framework underpinning them and
understand the basic principles of scaffolding. If they are to successfully
assist children to develop skills by modelling and negotiating meaning with
the children they must have a thorough knowledge of the subject areas they
are teaching. If they are to teach ESL children they must at least become
critically aware of their interaction with these children to ensure they are not
misinterpreting the children's behaviour or academic potential. All these
factors depend on suitable inservice programs for staff and the provision of
adequate, well qualified support staff, such as ESL teachers in the school.
Whenever possible, the children should be able to work in small groups. This
allows for effective use of scaffolding and enables the teacher to develop the
interpersonal relationships essential for using this technique. In addition,
Long and Porter (1985) point out that the use of small groups is particularly
effective for many learning tasks as it increases language learning
opportunities, promotes a positive affective climate and motivates learners to
work.
I am not suggesting that children should be grouped according to ability
because mixed groups would allow for peer tutoring and modelling.
Grouping should be flexible so that membership could be rearranged on a
regular basis or at the teachers discretion.
From the results of the findings it seems that the Transition students benefited
most from this program. The end of the year test results indicated they were
placed in the top or middle levels of the class, whereas the improvement of

the Year 1 students was not quite as significant with children moving from the
bottom-failing group to the bottom-normal group. This would indicate the
need to provide ESL children with the type of program outlined in this study
from the beginning of their schooling. This would prevent poor literacy
practices from developing, allow children to adopt appropriate classroom
behaviour early and avoid the inevitable negative sanctioning. It would seem
far more sensible to allow children to experience success in their first year at
school rather than waiting until they see themselves as failing before we offer
any extra assistance.
5.

A matter that I feel needs careful consideration by early childhood teachers is
the importance of hearing children reading orally, especially in their first few
years at school. As was noted in the findings the two classroom teachers in
the study do not hear their children reading books and the children's oral
reading mainly occurred during big book reading with the whole class or
when children read their own stoly writing. Only in one of the classes were
parents on a roster to hear children read in the classroom and both teachers
expected the children's parents to hear them read at home.
From my observation and through discussions with other teachers, it seems
that many early childhood teachers rarely hear children reading individually.
Most teachers claim they do not have time for this activity and yet it seems to
me to be the most appropriate way to assist children to develop their reading
skills. The findings of this paper have shown the it is during the oral reading
sessions that scaffolding can be utilised most effectively and that it is vital for
the adult assistant to have an in-depth knowledge of reading development at
this level. Unless parents are especially trained for this task, it is possible they
will not have the necessary skills and may even hamper the child's
development by suggesting inappropriate or limited strategies.
These comments may sound critical of many early childhood teachers but I
feel they have been encouraged to teach language using many time-consuming
and often 'fun' activities which, in fact, may not be as effective as the more
old fashioned strategy of simply listening to children read. In the Northern
Territory English Language Curriculum (1993) oral reading is referred to in
the work requirements section as follows: 'As students are learning to read
they will frequently read aloud to parents, teachers and other adults involved
in the school program.'
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This departmental statement mentions parents first as those responsible for
hearing children read, which tends to indicate that parents are expected to take
a major, if the not the most important, role in hearing children read. This
seems to be a big responsibility for people who are mostly untrained in
literacy development. The statement also appears to make the presumption the
all children will have parents who will hear them read. This maybe true for
many white middle-class families but may not be applicable to some minority
group families if literacy is not seen as important or where parents do not
speak English.
I feel that one of the strengths of the ESL program reported in this paper is the
high priority given to hearing children reading every session. It is during this
time spent with children on an individual basis that I was able to scaffold their
reading development and continually assess their progress.
8.4

Summary

Judging by these findings this ESL withdrawal program does seem to have been
successful in it's aim to bring the children studied from being 'at risk' in their
language development to a level which is within the normal range for their class
level. It also seems to have assisted these children in developing behaviours and
attitudes appropriate to the common conventions of the classroom. The findings
also indicate that this program has p1-oven to be successful for both the Aboriginal
and the non-Aboriginal students in the study.
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